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TWO NEW MEXICO
COUNTIES ON FIRST
BOND HONOR LIST

IS ADVICE OF TWO

.The Bond Bulletin

published by
government lists SANDOVAL
COLI'AX counties, New Mexico, among the first fifteen in the
whole Nation to oversubscribe their
Third Liberty Loan Pond quota.
(Providence Journal)
All of the fifteen counties thus
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Criticism Justifies Itself
But critism already has justified
C I1UIC lliai llie rvuilllllia- 11SCII.
tration press is persistently implying
that the senate military attairs inquiry of last fall and winter and the
critism of war organization which
ran parallel with it in the press fail- No ar- ed.
The contrary is true.
gument is needed to justify Senator
and other critics. Mr.
Baker's subsequent acts and the
President s tustify them. Since that
critism began the War Department
has been drastically reorganized and
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toward the creation of the superior
war council demanded by criticism
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these acts which speak louder than
any words.
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LITTLE ITALIAN MISS
ARRIVES FROM OVERSEAS
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.,u 0f te passenper traffic
.overseas lias been cut off by the sub- marine menace, but the trip across
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Ueseihition passid by the War Industries Hoard:
WI ILK HAS it has come to the
notice of this Board that new
corporations are being organized in different sections of the
United States, for the erection of
industrial plants which cannot be
utilized in the prosecution of the
war; and
W11KRKAS plans are being considered by certain states, counties,
cities and towns for the construction
of public buildings and other improvements which will not contribute toward winning the war; and
WliKI-tKAthe carrying forward
of th.:;'.- activities will involve the
Ktilvatinn of labor, materials and
capital i;r it'ly n quired for war
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machines. Production is ninety days
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behind and miean while our troops
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Washington,
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tt the Bethlehem Steel company's f gigantic expenditure.
xh;, decoration was presented to THE WOMAN ON THE DOLLAR.
General Pershing by King Albert in
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Marfa, Tex. A Mexican federal the gaining ot better protection to the
frontier in the direction of and the practice of hurling great command under Colonel Calero reach- German left flank,
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There is still no indication of the
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masses of troops at the defenders
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Batum on the Black sea.
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terly defeat the force of those who
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It has been with this thought trial flout and misprize what we honor near approach of the expected big batnarrow front, regardless of sacri
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tle on the Italian front, although the
reported
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French Fight Four Times Number.
near San Antonio, fifty miles south- Germans have penetrated tbe lower
at various
engagements
spoke for Germany whether It was
Germany has once more said that artillery
Saturday, the main attack was de east of Ojlnaga, between his forces forest of Coucy.
With the French Army in France.
in intensity.
justice or dominion and the execution force, and force alone, shall decide points are
livered on tbe allied center, after the and those of Jose
That an attack ot large dimensions
A Turkish official communication
of their own will upon the other na- whether justice
a Villa genThere was no relaxation April 6 of blow
and peace shall
launched south of the Somme on eral. The federals Chavez,
tions of the world that the German reign in the affairs of men,
were forced to re- is planned for the front of Arras northrecords the capture by the Turks of the German efforts to the north of
whether
leaders were seeking. They have right as America conceives It or Van, in Turkish Armenia.
Between Thennes and Thursday and that driven In to the tire to the borter because of a short- ward to Lens Is considered probable
Montdldler.
answered, answered in unmistakable dominion as she conceives it ahall
few French divisions north of the river on Friday, had spent age of ammunition. The federal com- by military experts. As long, as this
a
Grivesnes,
terms. They have avowed that it determine the destinies of mankind.
back nearly four times themselves.
and
held
faced
mander
that Villa's main front is In its present position, the
was not justice, but dominion and the
ASKS 20,000,000 BOND BUYERS.
Field Marshal Haig s report says commandreported
There is, therefore, but one reof selected German
number
was approaching San An- Germaas cannot exert their full
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a
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that
attack
this front of about six
tonio and he had information Villa was strength on the line before Amiens.
will.
force to the utmost, force without Secretary McAdoo in Raleigh Wire, troops. Along
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miles, there naturally were some
personal command.
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Another undertaking political steps and at the
The statement authorized by Secre- coast defense project adopted some tbe French lines gained
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that he believed that peace should be of the Treasury William G. McAdoo
Sibrother, John P. Hunt, accused on a same time orders all the Soviets In
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Hays Speaks in Tabernacle.
Ogdensburg, N. Y. A consignment ture of Tammerfors the White Guards
Salt Lake City. Will H. Haya, the number of subscribers to these of the camraign for the third loan.
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But action accompanied and
chairman of the Republican national
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Peace Only by Victory for Allies.
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Rear Admiral Ford Die.
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The British as well as the)
proclaimed a very different conclu- on
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can trenches by accurate machine gun D. Ford, U. S. N., retired, died at his tok Saturday. The local authorities
We cannot mistake what they have church conference visitors heard him
scribed this time for Liberty Bonds.
only by a victory for the allies.
and automatic fire.
done in Russia, In Finland, in the speak In the Tabernacle.
home here, aged 78.
had no warning of this action.
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Mulligan and Cohen Set Five Yeara.
Denver. Frank H. Mulligan, for
mer city detective, and Philip Cohen.
Fort Morgan and Sterling fruit merchant, convicted at Brighton of the
robbery of Mrs. Irene Nolan at the
Model road house Jan. 2, were sen
tenced at Brighton to serve not less
than five yecrs nor more than seven
at Cation City
In the penitentiary
Sentence was Imposed after Judge
Clasa had listened to arguments by attorneys for the defendants for new
trials. Motions were overruled.

enthusiastic
celebrations
patriotic
backed up by subscriptions to government bonds of the third Liberty loaa.
Throughout the United States communities observed the anniversary of
the nation's entrance into the war, and
gave material evidence of their support by pledging millions of dollar to
Insure successful continuance of the
Parades
struggle against Germany.
and public meetings were held In
nearly every city.

America Will Aid In Victory.
London. Replying to a telegram
eent by the lord mayor of London and
his guests at a luncheon at the mansion house, to celebrate the anniversary of the entry of the United States
Into the war. King George aald;
"American troops are daily taking
their places in the battle line and this
Increases more than ever the confidence with which we patiently look
forward to the ultimate victory of our
united effort In defense of the rights
and llbertie of civilization."

Wilton Answer Stir U. S. AMI.
Paris. All the Parle newspaper
give a prominent place to President
Wilson's Baltimore speech, the majority of them printing it in full, other
giving long extract with much favorable comment Le Matin says that a
year ago President Wilson declared
war and today he declare war to
finish. "Finally, Gerwany' real character has been revealed to President
Wilson as a monster nation, existing
only by devouring other until It shall
deronr Itself,"

Rich and Poor Alike Aid Loan.
Washington. April 6 was a day of

Dollar an Ounce for Silver.
Washington. Melting into bullion.
of not more than 250,000,000 sllve
dollars now In the treasury for sale
and export to pay trade balances and
repurchase of silver at f 1 an ounce,
Is proposed in an administration bill
Introduced by Senator Plttman as an
emergency war measure. Silver cer
tificates would be withdrawn from
circulation as the dollars are taken
from the treasury and federal reserve
bank notes of new $1 and $2 denominations substituted.
America to Loan Millions to Greece.
Washington. Greece will receive a
loan of $44,000,000 from the United
8tates as soon as the Greek parliament
has passed the necessary authorizing
legislation, it was announced at the
treasury.
Crash In Air Kills Colorado Flier.
Dallas, Tex. Cadet John Inainger of
Greeley, Colo, was Instantly killed at
Love field, an American aviation camp
here when two machines crashed to
gether about 500 feet In tbe air.

Liberty Bell Rings for Loan.
The old bronse
Concord, Mass.
bell that summoned the farmers of
Concord to arms In 1775 to fight for
tbelr country's liberty rang again
April 6 to call forth the resources of
citlitoa in support of the country's
Liberty loan.
Two Assistant War Secretaries Named
Washington. President Wilson appointed Edward R. Stettinius second
assistant secretary of war, and Fred P.
Keppel third assistant secretary of
war.
Germans Capture Russian Town.
In
Berlin (via London), April
southern Russia the Germans have
captured the town of Ekaterinslav, an
Important commercial and Industrial
center on the Dnieper river, 250 miles
northeast of Odessa.
$3,000,000 Fir In Kansas City.
Kansas City, Mo. Fire, supposedly
of incendiary origin, swept the west
bottoms wholesale business section of
Kansas City, destroying property estimated at between $3,000,000 and $5,- 000,900.

Planes Shot Down in Picardy Battle.
London, April 8. Thirteen German
airplanes were brought down In fighting with British airmen Saturday,
eleven others were disabled and two
liant," was paid by tbe correspondent were shot down
by
gun,
of the Daily News. He says that Amaccording to the British aviation comerican aviation mechanics also have munication. Sixteen British
machine,
rendered splendid aid.
which were sent out have not yet
been accounted for.
King George 8ends Greetings.
Red Cross Owns Alaska.
London. King George sent greeting
Wash. Eighty per cent of
to President Wilson on the occasion of theSeattle,
white people residing In Alaska
the first anniversary of the entry of belong to the
Red Cross, it has been
the United States into the war.
estimated.

British Praise American Aviatore.
Col Guthrie Dies in Kentucky Camp.
London. A tribute to American avCamp Zachary Taylor, Ky. Col.
William L. Guthrie, 309th Engineers, iators with the British army in France
died after a brief illness of pneumonia who are "numerous and always bril-

at the base hospital here.

He was
graduated from West Point in 1901,
was commissioned a second lieutenant
and saw hi first service with tbe
He was commis
Twelfth cavalry.
sioned a colonel in the new National
Army directly after the declaration ot
war with Germany. Col. Guthrie was
43 years old. His home was in Rocky
Ford, Colo.
Big Italian Army' in France.
Washington. News reaching Washington that Italy has sent a large iorce
to join General Foch's reserve army
was the most encouraging thing that
has come since the German drive began. Not only has an Italian army arrived on the western front, but Italian
bombing planes are cooperating with
the allied armies in France and Flanders. It was estimated that If the
necessity existed, Italy could dispatch
between 500,000 and 1,000,000 soldiers
to France.

anti-aircra- ft

Wilson Approve Children' Bureau.
Washington. President Wilson gave
hearty approval to the plan of the
Children's Bureau for making the second year of the war a "children's
year" at home by an educational campaign which it is hoped will reduce at
least
of the annual total of
deaths among
300,000 preventable
children less than 6 years old.
one-thir- d

Armenians Retake City of Erie rum.
London.
Erzerum, the principal
city of Turkish Armenia, Is reported
in an Exchange Telegraph dispatch
from Moscow to have been recaptured
from the Turks by an Armenian corps,
aided by detachment of Turkish volunteers.
Anti-Jewis- n

Moscow.

Riot
Anti-Jewis- h

In Turkestan.

riots hare

oc-

Indiana Climb en Water Wagon.
curred In Turkestan. In Kokand 10
Ind. Indiana
went persons were killed am) much propIndianapolis,
dry at midnight April 1.
erty destroyed .
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Owee His Government.
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The United States lias been an active participant in the great world war
(or one year. At the opening of the
second year the government committee on public Information has Issued a
review of the flrst twelve months of
hostilities, showing what has been
done by various branches of the government to place the United States in
a position to play an effective part la
the ultimate defeat of Germany and
her allies. The committee on public
information says that all statements
contained In the following summary of
the review are authorized by the war
department, navy department, United
States shipping board and treasury
department
The outstanding feature of the first
year of war, It Is pointed out
In the review, has been the transformation tjf the standing army and Na
tlonal Guard, composed of 9,524 orH
cers and 202,910 men Into a fighting
force that now aggregates 123,801 of
fleers and 1,528,024 enlisted men.
A statement of the adjutant general
shows that tbe regular army which In
April, 1917, comprised 5,791 officers
and 121,797 men, now Is made up of
10,698 officers and 503,142 men. The
National Guard In April, 1917, lnclud
ed 3,733 officers and 76,713 men, while
now It comprises 16,893 officers and
The reserve corps In
431,583 men.
service one. year ago Included 4,000
men. Now It Includes 96,210 officers
and 77,360 men. The National army,
which did not exist one year ago, now
Includes 516,839 men.
A substantial
vanguard (military
expediency prohibiting publication of
this army Is meetof
actual numbers)
ing the enemy In France today or Is encamped there awaiting the call to the
trenches; in 16 cantonments and 16
camps and on numerous aviation fields
and In a variety of other schools In
all parts of the United States the men
of the remaining army are hardening
and training for their part In the great
contest overseas.
Behind the activities of this vast
force lies a great industry organized
to produce an adequate supply of munitions, equipment, and provisions,
nnd to provide transportation to the
Bring line, almost every branch of
essential industry of the country having been drawn upon to produce these
material requirements.
Expeditionary Forces.
Military necessity particularly forbids detailed review of the activities
of the American expeditionary forces.
General Pershing and his staff arrived In Paris on June 14, 1917, 69
days after the declaration of war.'The
first American troops arrived In
France on June 26. On July 4, In celebration of our nalal day and a new
fight for liberty, American troops paraded the streets of Paris and were
greeted as the forerunners of great
American armies and vast quantities
of supplies and ammunitions.
On October 10, 1917, 187 days after
the war was declared, American soldiers went on the firing line. In January American soldiers took over permanently a part of the line as an
American sector, and this line Is gradually lengthening.
Behind the fighting line In France
the American forces have scientifically
prepared a groundwork of camps, communications, supply bases, and works
In anticipation of operations by the
full force of the army.
They are
building and have built railroads, hospitals, ordnance bases, and docks In
France.
They have constructed Immense barracks, erected sawmills, red
claimed agricultural lands, and
forward many Incidental enterprises.
The construction of an ordnance
base in France, costing $25,000,000, Is
now well under way. Great quantities
of material used in the foreign contraction work have been shipped from
I he
United States from fabricated
ironwork for an ordnance shop to nails
and crosstles for railroads, and even
the piles to build docks.
All the while there has been a fairly
flow of men and materials from
lie United States to France. The men
In the trenches, back of the lines, on
(he construction projects, and In the
hospitals hare been steadily supplied,
pur losses at sea, in men and materials, have been gratlfyingly smell.
The greatest single loss occurred on
February 5, when the British ship
Tusrania was torpedoed and sunk.
The bodlea of 144 soldiers, en route to
France, have been found and 55 others
were still missing on March 16.
To secure an adequate number of
competent officers to lead the new
armies various plans were devised.
Two classes at West Point were graduated in advance of the usual graduating dates and special examinations
were held in various parts of the country for appointments from civil life.
Three series of officers' training camps
have been held. Of 63.203 candidates
In the flrst two series of camps 44,578
qualified and were awarded commissions. In the third series of camps,
opened January 5, 1918, about 18,000
car-fle-
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Barbed Wire on Barrel Hoops.
fence which
The latest barbed-wirthe French have designed to check the
advance of the enemy employs a series of immense barrel hoops, on which
harbed wire is Strang, says the Popular Science Monthly. The hoops are
securely fastened to a wooden fence-forsix hoops te a section of fence
so that it is possible for each entanglement section to roll over and
ever like
string of lopsided pushballs Joined together to form a solid
e

m

anil

candidates, consisting largely of en slightly more than twice the cost of
listed men, have been In attendance.
building the Panama canal. The con.
tractors' profits on the several conCorps of Engineers.
At the beginning of the war the en tracts averaged only 2.98 per cent.
Air Service.
glneer troops consisted of three regl
ments of pioneer engineers, with
The air service has been called
trains, one mounted company, one en upon In the past 12 months toeti)lld
glneer detachment at West Point. The an enormous structure of the most
aggregate strength was approximate
highly trajned personnel and the most
ly 4,125 officers and enlisted men. At Intricate equipment with practically
the aggregate
authorized no foundation to start from.
present
Three large appropriations. Includstrength Is over 200,000, with an actual strength of approximately 120,000. ing the $040,000,000 act pussed without
Of the special engineer units re a roll call, made a total of $691,000,000
cruited for service on railways and In available for the flrst year. All of this
the maintenance of lines of communl has since been obligated.
Last April the air service had an
cation, many are already In France
and others are awaiting recruitment
almost negligible force of 65 officers
to full strength in order to be ready and 1,120 men, 3 small flying fields,
for overseas service. The flrst en less than 300 second-ratplanes, pracglneer troops, 1,100 strong, to be sent tically no aviation industry, and only
abroad, arrived In France about three the most scanty knowledge of the kamonths after war was declared. Since leidoscopic development abroad. The
that time the number has been greatly flrst two months of war were required
augmented. These troops have been to secure information, establish a staff,
constantly engaged In general en and work out the program finally
gineering work, Including the con adopted. The problem was twofold
traction of railways, docks, wharves, flrst, personnel ; and, second, equipcantonments, and hospitals for the use ment.
of the AtnAlcan expeditionary forces,
Today the personnel is over 100
They have. In some Instances, In the times that of a year ago, practically
performance of their duties, engaged every member a skilled man who has
in active combat with the enemy.
gone through an Intensive course ef
Ordnance Department.
Schools of 11 different
training.
Since the outbreak of war the kinds have been Instituted, courses
commissioned personnel of the ord of Instruction laid out, and instrucnance department has expanded from tors secured, including foreign ex97 officers, operating with yearly ap
perts in a score of lines, as follows:
propriations of about $14,000,000 and For flyers at ground schools and flying
with manufacture largely confined to fields; for mechanics at the flying
government arsenals, to 5,000 officers fields and at over a dozen different
In this country and abroad, transacting
factories; for photographers, balloqn-lsts- ,
an unprecedented war program for the
adjutants, supply officers, engineer
of
ordnance, the total direct officers, armorers, and Instructors of
supply
contract
authoriza
appropriations and
mechanics.
tions for one year having been $4,
Development of Navy.
756,503,185.
The development of the navy during
The ordnance storage properties the flrst year of war has
given the
embrace separate warehouse buildings greatest satisfaction.
Its growth and
and miles of railroad siding, all comachievements during this period may
prehended within the depot premises, be epitomized In the following parawhich are Inclosed by electrically graphs :
charged wire barriers and lighted and
Strength of the navy today Is
patrolled with unremitting vigilance. nearly 21,000 officers and 330,000 enOne of these depots, now under conlisted men ; strength a year ago was
struction, will Include 100 separate 4,792 officers and 77,946 enlisted men.
buildings and 50 miles of railroad speEstimated total expenditures of the
cially built to serve the depot's needs navy during first year of war: DisThe supply division of the ordnance bursements and
outstanding obligadepartment handles material amounttions, $1,881,000,000.
ing to approximately 10,000 carloads a
Total naval appropriations, real and
month.
$3,333,171,665.04.
While building the foundation for pending,
American destroyers arrived at a
greater production, the ordnance de- British port to
assist In patrolling Eupartment has provided 1,400,000 rifles ;
waters 28 days after the declahas brought the rate of rifle production ropean
ration of war.
up to 45,000 per week, sufficient to
There are now four times as many
three
secured
equip
army divisions;
vessels in the naval service as a year
deliveries on more than 17,000 machine guns; brought the rate of pro ago.
Nearly 78,000 mechanics and other
duction of machine guns from 20,000 civilian
employees are working at
to 225,000 per year ; Increased the rate
and stations.
navy
yards
of production of
calito
When war was declared, 123 naval
ber guns from 1,500 to 15,000 per year ; vessels were
building or authorized,
and has arranged for the manufacture
and contracts have been placed since
some
of
35,000 motortrucks and tractime for 949 vessels.
tors for hauling heavy guns and am- that
More than 700 privately owned vesmunition, which are being delivered sels have been
purchased or chartered
almost as fast as they can be shipped.
by the navy.
One billion rounds of ammunition
Six new authorized battleships are
has been purchased for the training
designed to be of 41,500 tons, the largof troops In the cantonments alone.
est battleships In the world.
An Idea of the extent of the ordOur 35,000-tocruisers, 35 knots,
nance program may be gained from will be
the fastest In the world, their
the following few items of purchase:
the fastest destroyers.
Twenty-thremillion hand grenades, speed equaling
Prompt repairs of 109 Interned Ger725,000 automatic pistols, 250,000 reman ships, partially wrecked by their
volvers, 23,000,000 projectiles for all crews, added more than 700,000 tons
calibers of heavy artillery, 427,246,000 to our available naval and merchant
pounds of explosives, 240,000 machine tonnage.
guns, and 2,484,000 rifles.
The navy has developed an AmeriThe ordnance problem, however, Is can mine
believed to combine all the
no less one of quality than of quantity
good points of various types of mine,
production. The American soldier is and Is manufacturing them In quanti
being provided with weapons which ties.
give him an additional safeguard to
During the year the latest type of
life and a further guaranty of victory. naval
gun was completed for
Achievements of the ordnance de- our new
battleships; It throws a propartment include tbe Browning ma- jectile weighing 2,100 pounds.
chine rifle, model df 1918, and the
Navy has In its possession now a
Browning machine gun, heavy type, stock of
supplies sufficient for the
model of 1918, production of the for
for at least one
mer now being on a quantity basis by average requirements
year.
machine process, while similar producSeveral hundred submarine chasers.
tion of the heavier type Is Imminent.
been delivThe heavy Browning machine gun. built since the war, have
ered to the navy by 81 private conwater cooled, In a government test cerns
and six navy yards; many of
fired 20,000 shots in 48 minutes and
these boats have crossed the Atlantic,
16 seconds without malfunction.
some In severe weather.
Quartermaster Corps.
Naval training camps have a ca
The magnitude of the work of the
of 102,000 In summer, 94,000
pacity
quartermaster corps Is Indicated by men In winter.
the operation of the subsistence divi
Shipping Board's Progress.
sion, which Is charged with the reUp to date congress has authorized
sponsibility of seeing that food supplies for the army are available at all $2,034,000,000, of which $1,135,000,000
for the
has been
appropriated,
stations fiom the Philippines to Lorraine. Purchases recently made in- United States Shipping board and
on
cluded 40.000,000 pounds dried beans, Emergency Fleet corporation;
116.000,000 inns baked beans of the March 1, $353.247.9."5.37. of this sum
1917 crop, 05,184,475 cans of tomatoes. had been expended.
The Emergency Fleet corporation
91.000,000 cans of condensed milk, and
had requisitioned March 1, 425 steel
20.287,000 pounds of prunes.
The establishment of the subsistence vessels and contracted for 720 steel
division centralized the purchases of vessels, making a total of 1,145 steel
foodstuffs for the army, previous to ships, of an aggregate
tonnage of 8,164,308 tons; It had let
which such products were distributed
contracts for 490 wooden vessels, agEfthrough the depot quartermaster.
1,715,000
approximately
fective January 1, the central control gregating
tons; it had repaired and
system has resulted In greater effIn operation 788,000 dead weight
iciency and a big saving. In January, put
for Instance, $100,000 was saved under tonnage seized from Germany and
this system as compared with the Austria.
On March 5 the building program
prices ohtuined by depot quartermascorporation
ters, and In February a saving of of the Emergency onFleet
In 151 plants.
$39,740 was made on potatoes alone. was being carried
The central control system Is still beFirst Year's War Cost.
Total estimated expense of the
ing perfected.
Production of 10,000 new automobile United States government in the first
trucks Is in progress for the army. In year of war. without loans to the
allies. Is $12,067,278,679.07.
addition to purchases of 3,520 passenTo help meet this expense, the treas
ger cars, 6,126 motorcycles, and 5,040
bicycles, with appropriate repair and ury department floated $6,616,532,300
replacement equipment.
subscriptions to Liberty bonds.
In three months the cantonment di
Bonds, certificates of Indebtedness,
vision of the quartermaster general's War Savings certificates, and Thrift
department built 16 cantonments, each stamps Issued by the treasury up to
one practically a small city, comprisMarch 12, totaled $8,560,802,052.96.
The United States government had
ing about 1,400 separate buildings and
loaned to foreign governments assoproviding quarters for 47,000 men.
In the construction of these 16 can ciated in the war on March 12, 1918,
tonments over 22.000 individual build $4,436,329,750.
To March 12 the war risk Insur
ings of many types were erected for
the housing of the National army ance bureau had issued policies for a
while In training. The construction total of $12,465,116,500 to the armed
cost
forces.
$136,000,000,
approximately
3H-lnc- h
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dead-weig-

dead-weig-

When the sections are to be set
up," they are ragged out under cover
of .darkness and so arranged that the
natural land formations of the vicinity conceal them from advancing
troops.
Hard Sailing en the Monterey.
Life for both officers and men on the
Monterey la not very pleasant. The
Monterey is so (mall and hat so little
that her decks are awash
most of the time. It is hard for us In
Guam, when a naval officer typlflea
free-boar- d

1

(By EVA DEAN of the Vigilantes.)
It was Just another day in the factory. There was nothing prophetic in
the hum of the machines ; It was quite
the everyday hum. The workmen
talked loudly to be heard ; they always
talked while they worked; they liked
tne sound of their own voices. It mat
tered not much what they said the
same Joke will do day after day In a
factory; an old one Is almost as good
a a new one to break the mental
monotony. When one's habitual activ
ity Is with one's Angers oue Isn't very
critical of mental efforts,
Still, were you to ask them, any of
the men would have said they preferred an argument to nil other kinds
of brain exercise. Argument Is what
they would have called nny of the ver
bnl volleys they fired back and forth
at one another from their Inexpert
mental batteries, while their expert
fingers moved ceaselessly at their
tasks. And no wn flays there Is always
enough to argue about the war! The
only trouble though no one really
seemed to mind that was that there
was no one around to uphold the gov
eminent In these controversies.
Of the hundred men employed for
It was n small factory there was but
one with an American-borparent,
though a considerable number were
themselves born In America. The one
hundred were all hero by choice, however, and hardly one ever really ex
pected to live anywhere else. But they
talked as though they might ; and one
could Imagine they expected the Unit
ed States to Immediately offer them
Inducements to stay when It heard of
their Intended leaving.
They Discuss Liberty Bonde,
Charles, In the lightest corner a
few years ago he would have been
Karl was always talking about the
price of food: "I take a Liberty bond?
Indeed I'll not I If the government had
kept prices down, and protected the
working man, and kept the rich man
from making war profits, why,
might. There Is going to be trouble
In this country some day and the gov
ernment deserves all that Is coming to
them. The government ought to do
everything It can to keep the good will
of the people. Why beer " Charles
can never talk long without mentioning beer.
Jo whose early training was In a
was a born financier.
protectorate
He had actually been talking about a
bond on the
plan, but no
one In the workrooms seemed to think
It a good Investment. It would be better to buy sugar or whisky and keep It
for a higher price. So Jo had simply
talked for the past two weeks ; he had
not decided. One might get 4H per
cent, or even 5 per cent later I It
would be better to wait.
"The government don't feed the boys
In camp!" shouted the porter.
"Of course it don't," yelled the thin
man by the window. "We don't know
what goes on there. No wonder lots
of them commit suicide!"
"Well I'd like to buy a bond." broke
In Old Hal ley, courageously.
Old Bai
ley was born among the Pennsylvania
Dutch. "But, with sixteen dollars a
week, and a family, I don't see how
dollur-a-wee-

I

k

can,

"Nor do I," said the tall young man
of whom the men said, "His mother
was born here."
All Are Buying Bonds.
The machines hummed on, the voices
rising and falling in opposition, when
suddenly the eager face of Jo the
news gatherer was thrust through the
door: "There's an Italian banker In
the second room talking to the wops
shout Liberty bonds," he Informed.
The voices ceased. Everybody wished
he could hear.
All the wops
"He's still talking!
are In there," spread the news to every
corner of the building; and then close
upon that: "They're buying them;
every one of the wops are buying
them !" '
In a shorter time than It could have
taken a man to wnlk through the build
ing, every one In it knew that the
men of them
wops the lowest-paiall were buying Liberty bonds.
Presently all the workmen who could
understand English were assembled
In one room. They looked about curiously at one another; never before
had they seon themselves en masse. It
was a strange assembly, with Its dirty
aprons. Its rough, lined faces and quiet
tongues. It must have seemed such
to the salesman; his mouth, set perceptibly as he looked about at his audience.
The Italian orator had gesticulated
grandly; and there had been much of
"Italia! Italia!" But this man, after
his first look at the faces before him,
decided not to talk patriotism. So he
simply stated that our government was
at war. Very clearly he explained
what that meant financially; he acknowledged that living was high and
hard, but nevertheless everyone who
did not help was a slacker. And, In
convincing conclusion: "If we don't
give our money, the government Is go-d

Russian Farmer and Liberty Bonds,
Germany has taken possession of
several hundred thousand square miles
of fertile Russian and Roumanian territory, has confiscated what grains
were on the land and has set the farmers to work raising more grain to be
nsed by German armies. Probably, but
not certainly, enough grain will be left
to keep the conquered Russian and
Roumanian farmers from starving to
death while they raise crops for their
The war department wants $450,000,-00- 0 German masters.
mora for airplanes. Flying cones
Over In Russia the deluded peopta
ujh.

neatness, to Imagine these officers with
their trousers rolled up to their knees
wading around the deck. One of the
officers of the Monterey said he had
not worn shoes at all from Manila to
Guam. Add to this discomfort a diet
of canned sausages, beans, potatoes
and corned beef and it does not present a very inviting picture. Guam
News letter.

Ing to take It anyhow. It lias to have
It. It will make ua pay It In taxes;
and then we not only will not have

any Interest, but we'll have nothing to
show for ihe money. In the second
room they all helped. How many of
you are going to help? How many
here want bonds?"
Partnership With Government.
Evidently the factory considered It
a "good argument."
And then the
wops, with their despised salaries, had
subscribed; everyone was thinking
about that. The hands began to go
up, and a line of applicants was
quickly formed.
The tall young man (wh.ose mother
was an American) bad stood, hesitating, until he saw Old Bailey's gray
head bend over the signature bench;
and then, smiling, he slipped In behind him, muttering, "If he can, I
can."
Now the machines were humming
again and argument began once more.
The thin man by the window was
the flrst to speak. "Well," he commented, "we've got to do something
for the boys !"
"When I get this paid, maybe they'll
have n 5 per cent bond," said Jo, the
financier.
"America and Ituly ; we gotta make
kill alia de kings ulla no good!" nodded one of the contributors from the
second room, with approval.
It was the same everyday hum of
the machines, but the factory was different. It was no longer a critical,
skeptical spectator of the struggle of
civilization, bitterly suspicious of its
own government. It and the government were now pnrtners. The war no
no longer the government's war ; It
wus our war, our army, our boys, and
the fnctory was doing Its bit !
The bond salesman, perhaps, added
up the result of his work with some
satisfaction; but by far the greater
and most Important part of It be
knows nothing about.
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Wives and Mothers Know Value
of Liberty Bonds.
War Behind the Lines Is Being Prosecuted on a Tremendous Scale
Every Woman Can Help
Do Something.
(By ALBERT W. ATWOOD, Financial
Writer for the Saturday Evening
Poet.)
The day seems to have passed when
woman's education consisted of piano
lessons and a little polite French.
Now she studies biology, phychology.
and all the other ologtes. In this
great and radical change In the position of woman it will not do to overlook the change In her relntion to
money matters. It is no longer unwomanly to know something about
Feminine charm Is not dimoney.
minished by knowing the difference
between a bond and a share of stock.
Millions of women enrn their living
today. Hundreds of thousands have
Independent means nnd must decide
for themselves In affairs financial.
More and more of the wives, mothers,
and sisters not only spend the household money, but are consulted by the
men when an Investment is to be
made. It mntters not whether the
Investment consists of a vlctrola, an
automobile, or a bond. It Is said men
do not take their wives Into their confidence when they gamble or take a
flyer, but It Is also said that deception
in these matters does not pay.
So there Is every material reason
why women should do their part and
more In floating the Liberty bonds.
Indeed a woman recognizes a gold
dollar Just as quick as a man, nnd
when It pays good Interest In addition
she Is not going to turn It down. But
there is more than a purely business and selfish side to the women of
this country.
They have surprised
even themselves with their executive
ability and powers of business organ
The Red Cross and every
ization.
other variety of relief work has been
In Its detail largely the result ot
woman's effort.
Behind the lines women are prose
cuting the war on a tremendous scale.
There are millions of men as well as
who cannot
fight In the
women
trenches, who cannot even drive motortrucks or work in munition factories. There are some people who cannot even successfully raise a vegetable
man
garden, but there Is not an ailuit
or woman outside the poorhouse and
the hospital who cannot either buy or
bond. It Is the
help to sell a Liberty
least they can do.

YELLOW

RULES TO GOVERN
BUILDING GARAGE

GASOLINE

IN FAVOR

Supply Might Be Increased If Motorist Realized Their Prejudice
Was Unwarranted.

If motorists realized that their prejudice against yellowish gas'oline was unConform to Architectural Lines of warranted the gasoline supply might
be Increased considerably.
Surroundings, Structures,
In the early days of the oil Industry
poor refining methods were responsiand Materials.
ble for the production of yellowish
kerosenes and gasolines, which were
FIGURE FOR TWO MACHINES sometimes dangerous.
Another handicap, according to petroleum experts, is the necessity for
refiners treating gasoline with sulValue of Estate Is Increased and Will
phuric acid and caustic Boda to remove
Give Owner Lesa Trouble In Every
unsaturated hydrocarbons, which have
a high fuel vulue In an explosion enWay Installation of Equipment Important
gine.
It Is estimated that there Is a loss
The same fundamental rules govern of $10,000,000 a year In the United
the building of a garnge that apply to States through these prejudices, reprethe building of a house. Cure must sented by 30,000,000 gallons of gaso-be taken to see that the style of struc line, 85,000 tons of sulphuric acid and
ture conforms with the architectural 3,500 tons of caustic soda.
lines of surrounding buildings and that
the materials used ure not In too great
REPLACE BEARING ON WHEEL
contrast with the house.
It Is advisable when building a garIs to
nge to figure on accommodations for Best Way to Accomplish Task
Slip Short Length of Pipe Over
at least two machines. The addition
the Spindle.
al cost of making a slightly larger
building is but a small proportion ot
In replacing a hearing on a front
the cost of a
r
garage, and when
one considers thnt the Investment val- wheel spindle for which it Is a tight
ue is doubled, the added Initial expen- fit, the car owner sometimes slips the
diture Is well worth while. At the pre- hearing on the tnper end of the spindle
vailing rental rates and tho big de- and then uses the wheel as a hammer
mand for automobile space In all built-u- to force It home, wheel and bearing
of the spindle at
sections, the larger garage can be sliding into position
the same time. This Is poor business,
erected as a good paying Investment.
ns the strain on the bearing may break
Essentials in Construction.
the burdened shoulder of the Inner
Good workmanship and miiteriuls race, which Is meant to withstand
are Just as essential In tho building wear, but not shocks of this kind. The
of a garage as in the construction of best way of accomplishing this work
the house. A good garage Increases Is to slip n short length of pipe over
the value of an estate und will give the the spindle, the Inner end resting
owner less trouble In every way. A against the Inner race of the bearing.
concrete floor will be found more serv- By hammering the outer end of the
iceable than a wooden one and will en- pipe carefully, the bearing will slip
hance the appearance of the building. into pluce without trouble.
The Installation of the garage equipment Is of the utmost Importance and METHOD FOR HOLDING AXLES
should be attended to under the direct
supervision of the owner. It Is n good Device Outlined for Holding Wheel
plan to sheathe tho Inside of the walls
Firmly in Position Use Car in
nnd ceiling as a means to conserve the
Hauling Car.
heat, and the economy effected by the
double walls will probably equal the
Here Is a method for holding a brokadditional cost in one season.
en rear axle In place. It consists of a
A pit of sufficient dimensions to alboard about six feet long, about one
low a person to crawl into should be
Inch thick, and about six inches wide.
constructed. This device will permit A hole
should be bored In the center
the owner to lie underneath his car nnd of sufficient diameter to allow the hub
enable him to make any adjustments
necessary. The Installation of a drain
fit the bottom of the pit is very convenient.
Water connections are deslrnble In
the garage, as water is needed for
ninny purposes. It Is convenient for
filling radiators, washing the car and
keenlnir the floor clean. The connec- tlons with the house system would
cost hut little more as n rule than dl- rect connection with the street system
nnd the ndvantnges of hot and cold
water more than offset the extra out- lay Involved.
Use Electric Lights.
When Rear Axle Breaks.
F.lcctrlc lights should he installed In
the garage If possible. Electricity eliminates danger of explosion from gaso- cap to rest In It. The front end of thl!
board,
line fumes nnd extensions may be car- board Is fastened to the running to
the
ried to any part of the building. A and the rear end is fastened
spring. The wire on the running board
permanent bulb Is necessary over the should
be fastened through the bolt
work bench while the trouble lamp
marwith an extended cord can ho used un- hole, nnd In this way keep from hold
ring the fender. This device will
der the cars and In shnded corners.
In place, although
An economical device which is the wheel firmly
care should be taken in hauling in the
worthy of consideration Is the under- ear.
ground gasoline tnnk. This may be
plnced outside the building with a pipe IN
BALL BEARINGS
FITTING
running underground Into the garage.
The underground style of tank stores
the gasoline away from the building Outer Race Should Form Sucking Fit
With Its Housing Stresses Are
und insures Its safety from ignition.
Thus Distributed.
It nlso enables the owner to purchase
his gasoline In large quantities with
In fitting bull bearings the outer racii
the advantage of wholesale prices.
The work bench is an Indispensable should form a sucking fit with its housfixture in a garage and should be con- ing. This means that it should just
structed to allow plenty of working lie free enough so that shaft rotation
space. A good sized bench for the will cause the race to slip around Inaverage garage is six feet long and a termittently. A press fit should never
foot wide. The front board of the be permitted and It is equally bad to
bench proper may be made of a 2 by 8 fly to the other extreme and get too
plank, which will permit the placing loose a fit. With a sucking fit the
of a vise and ennble It to stand the outer race can at times slip around and
pounding that Is often necessnry. In this way the stresses are distributed
Cross braces on the legs will support nnd do not fall always on the same
a shelf for the storage of materials and point.
tools.
Overlook Own Wheel.
Auto Alarm Whistle.
Despite the criticism of tho average
An automobile alarm whistle to be owner as to the condition of the wheels
connected to the cylinders of a car can of the car ahead, few Indeed take the
he made to utilize the full force of trouble to make the Inspection of the
wheels of their own cars.
their explosions when desired.
one-ca-

p

SELLING TICKETS

FOR

WOMEN'S

HOSPITAL

Don't Buy Too Big a Bond.
urn is a word of advice for the
farmer bond purchaser. Don't bite off
than you can chew. Your gov
m
ernment doesn't want you to "strap"
aimrui-m- .
yourself or run Into nnnnclal
trvine to nay for a bond. Buy one
small enough so you will be able to
nnv fnr it in the allotted time without
having to borrow money to meet the
obllgntton. Its value will represent
your savings for war penou oi umw.
tt nnr circumstances won t permit or
on
you purchasing a $1,000 bond, buy
uur
ly a $500 one. uon t coiiipniuie
.inaoHv romnllcated financial problem
by assuming a debt you can't pay.
TT

w.nti to Win This War. Do YouT
a fniher In a little Illinois town re
ceived a cablegram the other day from
General Pershing, announcing the
death of his two sons over there, "kill- In action." He went out ana soia
s home nnd bought Liberty Bonds,
The picture shows mi armored car leaving Washington square. New York,
m oia nniv one left now and 111
rent a room for myself," waa his only for the purpose of selling tickets to the big military ball held at Madison
Square garden for the benefit of the Women's Overseas hospital.
comment.
He

could b
thought an honorable peace
mt--j
negotiated witn wnunuj, uui
know differently now as they toll In
the fields for the kaiser's soldiers. The
only way to negotiate a peace with the
kaiser Is with a bayonet We hare
sent our young men over to France to
do the negotiating. Let ns furnish
them with the bayonets, food and clothing while they are using those bayonets. Buy Liberty Bonds.

Spark and Throttle Levers.
I)o not neglect to squirt a little oil
round the spark and throttle lever
A little of
connections at Intervals.
this oil will run down the post and prevent the lever rods from freezing and
thus moving at the same time.

Clogged Breathing Tube.
Hold your hand over the breathing
tube occasionally while engine Is running to see If air Is passing out If
breathing tube gets clogged it puts a
back pressure on pistons that mil
down the power of the motor.

Lubricate Differential.
Fracturele
Goggles.
Fractureles goggles, for autoroobll-Ist- s
begins to grow
even
or
need
It
or
aviators
a New York inlubrication,
that
may
noisy.
a' heavier lubricant If this doe not ventor has patented are made of twa
with ceir
There's life alone In duty done, and remedy the trouble have tbe wear plates of glass
taken np at a service station.
lulold Inserted between them.
rest alone in striving. W hi ttl er.

If the differential
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NIL FOR. GERMANY

KANSAS HAS BULLETIN

New Mexico is for America and
American. German sympathies and
German sympathizers find no favor
in this state. What the State Board
of Education thinks of United States
Commissioner Claxton's plea to retain the German languafte in our
schools is clearly expressed in a
formal resolution which was passed
today, and which is strongly endors
ed by Governor Lindsry and the New
Mexico Council of Defense:
Tlii- Si to Hoard of Kducation,
ate of New Mexico,
for lie
ii, n isl..t convention, drrl.ircs its
.:!;. e
,ii;c'.';aricf in tli:
pri::r;j'ie.- - '.: n '' r v i':k' li" le'Vern-lller- t
tile I'l.itt .! Stat' of

Kansas is now issuing a regular
publication which is devoted entirely
It is "The Council
to war matters.
of Defense Chronicle," published by
the Kansas Council of Defense, at
Topcka. Number one of volume one
was received this week and is filled
with matter that is both interesting
and important. Kansans who read
this publication will be able to keep
in touch with the part their great
state is playing in the war.

-:

iin.-.;-

'

a.

We

i';ie
'

fa.

t

that the

'in r of
l.div.ilion ha.
wiitt'll
a lelier
luih has been conbe
strued to
in its
final analysis and has brought
upon his hudi office pnbl.e cri
ticism and censure.
We call upon the Ioiiimcss immediately to enact and the
to enforce e;;islatiun requiring tile universal Use of t he
laiiKUac of the I'nited States of
America within the confines of
the I'liited States and its territories anil the abolition of the
teaching of the (iernian lunituaKc
in all our private
and public
schools.
!
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E. R. Stettiniua has been appointed
second assistant Secretary of War,
and R. Kappel third assistant Secretary of War. These offices have
just been authorized by Congress.
Mr: Stettiniua has been serving as
an assistant to one of the brigadier
generals of the Army in the purchasing department. Mr. Kappel for
some time has been confidential
adviser to Secretary Baker.
A prison term, whatever its length,
is no adequate furnishment for him
or her who wilfully destroys property that is needed to win the war.
If we have no right to execute enemy spies, thn we are criminal monsters to fire upon enemy soldiers
across "No Man's Land." Let's make
war like men and quit haggling as
to whether or not American soldiers are entitled to protection from
stabs in the back.

Seismographs all over the country
have been recording the shocks resulting from firing the monster gun
with which the Germans are now
bombarding Paris. Several hundred
thousand of Hinderburg's veteran
troops have recorded the shocks of
the British and French and American artillery, machine gun and rifle

of
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So we toast the Burley tobacco
used in LUCKY STRIKE Cigarettes for exactly the same reason
to bring out the rich, solid flavor.

FOR SALE FOUR very valuable
business
lots in Dtmini; one blotk and a half from
of town, worth $8,500.00 will take
:.lc JS.OfOTO.
Tims. G. Aitk-n- ,
,fnr quirk
Smith Gold Avenue.
UeniinK, N. M,

OF COURSE WE WILL.
you and ! in Uiifi war jus dn:ily of w Hhould he? Snmo iurh quoer
to suUficrit'. Some hay, "I iI Hubsuribe
rra. ni.s are (tfu.rvd tor relor-tun:Twice is enough." Sobjc of our boy at the front wont
for tbe other isMioK.
ovtr ihv lop again Die ofJn r flay. I iJ iiny of Uiotri my, "Vse Imw pono over
ii o. Twie ih tinotih.
to home ami riiother?" They've
b k'1 lai-Mn; io'
t
thfiy ftill ilo bo without
iu;;tm, What In uo-ie- ,
j:ot to go .tgain. And

lntrr

Ar
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No.

117,

ACRES at reasonable price.
About 100
ten a in rultivati'in, rocI stream of water
unnint; inrmu;!' tin- land, also warm cprinyn

120

n tins irart.-Vianta Ft, N.

o.

1.17,

M.

eare State Kcrnrd,

y

neighbor
neighbor
a large township or county The (,w;i mnent at Washington it lending the
we
we
bank
when
with
it,
ntoney
piuihase J.ihntty Ronds, to Knlnnil and to
Krsuice and to Italy And KiifJauil, 1'raine ai;d Italy are purihasltif; American
llcralil.
productions and American wheat with our money. It isn't patriotism to buy
.cnili- ahoutj a bond; it is just plain lioise sense

i:iv inr ;'nnll;i
tliu wrist - Allii(iicruc
if

I

!8),XJ.)
airiptcd

.s

i?!1 liavi I. irmaltv
man jh ;n a-

j

Mii be ihe roads are had
,ue bad in l'liincu. teu.

Teutons startid
hope of caitnritii; Secretary
another threat objective lias
their drive

it th
in

th

c

liaker

failed.- - Halt iinorc American.

urn! it is l

aid to get to

jeur

bank.

Tlie roads

CAPTURED FARMERS.
farmers of iaii;r.d Kiaini We i' i.iu. Itaiy ard Montenegro are bear
HlR He Kaihers hardens.
'II. e I'ri.'sso.iii i; i.n..r hnot tiainiueii under fixit the
rmai home, lunhuip ike eae totu tu.,i,.i;e eia.e lor tli(. a: n.ii thai im
them and wreM e.d their Imuiis Aiw.'i'a it
ai iti.-- s Ihe sea froia the spirit
of a MiullesB monarch. It us not that lai, tor Ihe eintbHaries of the German
d
in
are
s
daut
ll.ie tuuiitry anil tae hjii of Autocracy are about us.
anuy
To the farmei of Auier,(,. who i.as priinter. d Iheie is but one salvation
the Undine, oi bih surplus to the (,oi ernineii that must
siileiy fur the
Aiiitrican homes: cad.

in

With tin- coinini: of Sliriiif the pa

triotic poets arc licgitinitiK to write

vein
Laurence
I.ockney in Camp Dcvens Trench and
Camp.

If
tir money wa-- "Made in Gerniat y."
was uiaii in America, help liln the Kaiser
A l.iiierty Bond will keep
the frot.t

our money

hi

in Aineriea

i

tlie Kaiser fight.
and send your

in

Mrs. Alfred (irttnsfcld, of Albuquerque, has been appointed by Governor Lindsey to serve as chairman
of ornanization of the Woman's
Committee.
And don't swell up and think
you're a hero because you buy Liberty lion (Is. It's painless patriotism
the least you can do. Santa Fe
New Mexican.
, Clemencean.
"Czcrnin
lies,"
say.-Czcrnin will be able to understand
that, even if the idea is notexpressed
in the lanujuaxe of diplomacy.
Providence Journal.
Senator Overman says there are
4fX),(J(Hl
(iernian spies in this country. Kven so, Mr. Gerard lias reminded us there are many more lamp
posts. Las Vcujas Optic.
The regimental souse says if the
country is really in need of tanks
lie is willing to serve in that capa-- I
city. LanrenaI.ockney in Camp
lievcns Trench and Camp.
fjnits Kaiser's Army to liccotiic
llrigand. I leadline.
.
A.
H,
"kvidcntly." remarks
"here is one sinner who repentcth.
- Detroit Evening News.
F--

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.

1 be

rt

business psycholo- the Teuton's first rule
to keep his enemies
Itoston Herald.

Can the class
Ky explain why
of warfare is
ftK''" it'K mad?

WANTED 54 to 1U0 sections of good graz-nland. Must have running water and
Western New Mexico sat;,lenly of it.
Will not pav fancy price, but
faetory.
No.RS
ible to handle 50,(KXI to 75.0X1 acres
are Slate Record, Sam a re, N. M.

lie CiiT

People who utridly by wa;tit'K for
r
vast resources to win the war
idiot- e certainly happy
kauris
.tint il ( lironiclr

(

AM SEEKING TO LOCATE Range for
ease sufficient for bUO lo B00 sheep. What
lave you to offer.No. 126, care State Record,
ianta Fe, N. M.

would taint a r.nu-- '
I1"" o"
liy sl:i j'P' "

America nitiRt not betray the boys hhe has tent lo the front.
back the bayonets witn. bonds.

If

It

"IF YOU ARE THINKING of buyins or
vllinK a r;ineh or livestock in Texas, New
Mexteo, t'olnrado. Arizona, California or Old
Mexico, let us hear from you, hr if we
know wh;it you want we can help you
California
State
out.
Life Itlilir. Amarillo, Texas. Trust Ar Savings Bl'li., T.'is Angeles, California, Mazatlan,
Mexico." -- No. 185.

REPRESENTATIVES.
on SUNSET MAG- 7.KE. Either Whole or part time.
Liberal Commissions, etc. Investigate
;tpday. Sunset Magazine. San Fran-- i
cisco. No. 176.

So.

127.

PERSONAL
WILL YOU WRITE TO LONELY YOUNC
WIDOW worth $35,000?. Object, matrimony
Mary, Box 584. Los Angeles. Calif. No. MO.
WILL YOU WRITE to lonely your. widow
worth $tt,UUUf Would marry. Address Mary,
Vox int. U)t Angeles.
Lalil.no. 188.

Put your Money where

Wg aro

(.j

MARRY IF LONELY; for results, try me
sest and most successful "Home Msker
hundreds rich wish marrisge sooa; strict
'y confidential; most reliable; years ex
perience: descriptions free. The Success
fill Cub," Mrs. Purdie, Box 556, Osklss I
.all tonus.
.

at War

4RE YOU SINGLE? Would you mar

y if suited? Let me find your idol
ibsolute satisfaction; Many wealth)
wishing marriage; honorable con
fidential ; members descriptions free
Mrs. Cappel. Box-75- 7
Oakland CaKf
-- No. 112.
--

Your G ovemment
Must Have Money to
Win the War and
Must Have it NOW

H

1

Marry If You Are Lonely for speedy
results try my club; best, largest in
12 years
the country, established
thousands wealthy wishing early mar- rtage all dealings confidential, descriptions free. The Old Reliable
,
Club. Mrs. Wrtibel, 732 Madison,
Calif. No. 186.
Oak-'land-
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Everyone should drink hot water
with phosphate in it,
fair condition. High winds have done
before breakfast
some damage.
Tucumcari: Most peaches were
killed by frost. Range continues dry
To feel as fine as the proverbial
and stock in poor condition, all are
feeding cake and some soap weed to fiddle, we must keop the liver washed
almost evory morning, to pre
advantage. Farm work is back- clean,
MEXICO good
vent Its sponge-likpores from clog
ward ; high winds annoy.
with
indigestible material, sour
Tres I'iedras: Still too early in ging
nile
and
poisonous toxins, says a noted
this district, which is high. Range
V. S. Weather Bureau Office, Sanis picking tip some. Spring wheat physician.
gei. headaches, it's your liver,
ta Fe. Weather-Croreport for the and corn will be tried this season, If If youcatch
cold easily, it's your liver.
you
week ending April 9, 1918.
but little done so far.
If you wake up with a bad taste, furred
The week was moderate in tem
Winter Wheat Increases
tongue, nasty breath or stomach be
perature, partly cloudy and mostly! Taos: Winter wheat increase is comes rancid. It's your liver. Sallow
some sown last fall now skin, muddy complexion, watery eyes
dry. althouch lieht showers occurred fully
toward its close in extreme east and j coming up nicely.
Spring wheat ail denote liver uncleanllnoBS.
Your
under
to
southeast counties, heavy
killing sowing
way and increased liver Is the most Important, altto the
frost touched northern valleys and acreage promised from 20 to 25. must abused and neglected organ of
foothills. There is a general need of
Santa Fe: Rains of March greatly the body. Few know Its function or
moisture in the central and southern benefitted the soil and plowing and how to release the dammed-ubody
counties. Spring grazing in these seeding are under way, some early waste, bile and toxins. Most folks
is short and poor because of congardens in. Apricots in bloom and resort to violent calomel, which is a
tinued dryness, and farming opera- peaches, pears and plums opening. dangerous, salivating chemical which
ran only he usul occasionally because
detions have been prevented and
Range still brown.
Jemez Springs: Alfalfa is about 2 it accumulates In the tlasues, also
layed. In northern counties, however.
bones.
greater moisture admits of plowing inches high nights too cold for ra attacks theman
and woman, sick or
and seedinc which il well alone, with pid growth ; grass appearing, but still
troll
each morning be
increased
winter wneat very short. Increased acreage of fore should drink
acreage,
breakfast, a glass of hot water
in eastern counties is in fair to good spring wheat sown in March.
a
of
limestone phosnith
teaepoonful
Datil : A very dry season and range
condition, although high winds have
phate in It, to wab from the liver and
damaged some fields.
Early fruits in poor condition; rather low tem- liowels
the previous day's indigestible
were considerably damaged by frosts peratures during the week and no
materia the poisons, sour bile and
in March in southeast counties but rain.
toxins; thus cleansing, sweetening
are just orrming in northern districts
Deming: No rains, and high winds and
the entire alimentary
apricots in bloom, peaches, pears continue, causing further damages anal freshening
before putting more food Into
and plums opening.
to range, which is short and poor; the Etotnach.
many cattlemen compelled to feed.
Limestone phosphate does not reFarmers Start Plowing
Charles E. Linney,
strict the diet like calomel, because It
Raton: Farm work in early stages
Meteorologist.
not salivate, for It U harmless and
plowing, seeding, etc, with increasou can eat anything afterwards.
It
ed acreage of most orreals.
M'FIE EDWARDS & MTU is Inexpensive end almost tasteless, and
Wagon Mound: Week of moderate
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAany pharmacist will sell you a quarter
temperature. flowing tinder way
hlcb Is sufficient for a demtiound,
lnr
nd
land
OFFICCi
corn
some
whet'
onstration of how hot water and lime.
inrnco over.
Palaoa St Wasaiagta
Ave stone phosphate cleans, stimulates and
Roy: There it good moisture in
freshens th liver, keeping yon teelim
Fa, Hoi
the ground and winter wheat is in
St day la and day out.
WEATHER-CRO-

COLO.

OF NEW

COMB SAGE TEA

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

AT ALBUQUERQUE
Under its new
ar
plan of operation
the State University is in operation with complete
four-quart-

Common
heavy tea,
added, will
faded hair
ur,anL

If"

n""

iiLn'r.

lux-ma- de

er

i

i

all-ye-

er,

faculty and equipment during June, July and

Augusts
This is not a summer school work In the usaal senses
It is regular University work of the same careful,
thorough character that is carried on in November, January or March. .

THIS WORK COUNTS TOWARD
YOUR UNIVERSITY DEGREE:
IT WILL INCREASE YOUR
EFFICIENCY AND EARN
ING CAPACITY AS
A TEACHER.
THE 1918 SUMMER TERM BEGINS JUNE 15
WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION TO
DAVID R. BOYD, President
University of New Mexico
Albuuqerque N. M.

20;

Darkens Beautifully and Restores
Its Natural Color and
Lustre at Once:

1

FOR TEACHERS AND THOSE WHO
PROPOSE TO TEACH IMPORT
ANT ADVANTAGES ARE
OFFERED BY THE SUMMER TERM OF

p

NTO GRAY HAIR

S

7

1

in e o i

The

ATTRACTIVE
YOUNC MAIDEN, 21, worth
over $50,000. Anxious to marry honorable
gentleman. K. Warn. 221654 Temple St. Los
taut. no. va.
Angeles,

it is safe
in Bonds
ofyour own country

f

WANTED

to MARRY AT ONCE If lonely; write me
tnd I will send you hundreiat of deicriD
'ions; congenial people, worth $l,Uw to
135O.O00;
seeking marriage; (Confidential), ad
We must Ire tn, Ralph Hyde, Sao Francisco, Cal,

NoBluohy inThis

7f

Guaranteed
by
r

Mew Proposition

heart

Your Own Picture
on Your Stationery

parden sag brewed! Into a
with sulphur and alcohol
turn gray, streaked and
beautifully dark and
Basra Tea and
though. Is
??I.T",D at hom
waT
to get
""
the rrad.tn.na n,.i..mu. i
i
or ins aadtuon or other ingredients
largo bottle, at little cost, at druar
Putting nickels into the Hearst "trea, known as "Wyeth'a Bare and
.
PU'P"UP
Ameri-is
Compouno," thus avoiding
riddle
to
helping
treasury
of muss.
can soldiers with German ballets. If I lotWhile
faded hair la not etnfnl
gray,
yon were one of the soldiers in the we all desire to retain
our youthful
trenches of Franco, how wonld you appearance and attractlvenem.
By
lika to have such support at stoma? darkening your hair with Wyeth'a
ease ana Huipnur Compound, no ono
teIL
doesi It so natural-BouldPrussianism must be pulverized
tJrrh"J??..dm.P5B
.
.
wi. i .", 0".,y J . n,,t"-l,- 0
hui through jrour hair, taking one
and fine philosophy,
bat also pare small strand at
time; by
sll gray hairs have disappeared.morning
patriotism.
After
another application or two your hair
"
Howry For. has invested
trine .1 luxuriant
andV yon apnear ears
of IMtMtt
in kasvsla nf the Third younger.
Wyeth's
Sag and Sulphur I
i-- -su- compound la delightful
snut-s- ss
toilet
shrewdness ssjo
keeps stop with his site. It la not Intended for the) euro,
awn loiiam
or
or
imigiusuon
prevention
.

Uemany is not wast:nC any of its
food on American secret service
agents. And though Germany has
the very name a thing to be
it is generally conceded that
t- -.
something of how
to make war.

IT'S TOASTED

Prominent nmonij those who
were the slnjjers of the
dit'j p.retJ
"J
Raise My Boy To
ditr t
Be A Soldier!"

fire.

United States Steel corporation has
invested $35,000,000 in bonds of the
Third Liberty Loan. Several Socialists and i. w. w's., of the type declaring this to be a rich man's war,
would be required to furnish this
much financial help to the

there's nothing that tastes

better. But you wouldn't like'
it raw.

r?

FAILING OUR BOYS

Those who return from the battle
fields of Europe declare that the
Hun women, even the Red Cross
nurses, are as vicious, brutal and degenerate as the professional butchers
wbo make up the valiant legions of
the Kaiser. And yet the United
States Commissioner of Education
one Philander P. Claxton is scattering broadcast the doctrine of brotherly love for the German language,
the German nation and the German
people.

know how cooking
out all the rich
of bacon
flavor,
pungent

YOU

TWO THOUSAND
in a solid body!
a. r.
REDUCE VOUR TAXES.
bi'twctn Mrlnto-ir,nd Muriarly, Tnrraile'i
ar like Die draft. Tlie fowci cuanty, .ill und'T fern '., litlr rlear, tvTj
I,ilii rt:. I'.ondR nrf li! i; vili,nK i rinir. T;u
u rc i .in i.c , mi i .lien, iiiu'i (lurr wait i
T'k1 fewer the liimds fit' larti'T
ilio vdhinii'iTS t.li' larMir IIih iiral'l
n pvrry
at 10 to fit) ten
:
Wr ic put In ! ih'' tiK'ii. and iw'v' ivt in g"t llii; iniiiify. Ami, (i'in'1 xcrptirv two qiiaruri, en which the welln
one (foml two story six roum
h'l.
l.olli
I'm le Sam isn't Hmiini; with us, tii'' lire
iMHTv. thr (Iiik'I niiK'iit ivi'l yi
our fiv room house and othe r
niiusi
No. 52.
mailer Ihhim
ju.' t ti'lliiif; us.
Slalf Record, San
Germany is united in tho will to1
t htivc t
Iih fed Hint the ten ible tiixeK
pay a IV. N. M. This Is All Good Bean Lund
So if vou are . i.c (if iIk-win"
to
win.
means
"To
conquer
arc a paid reason tir urn siiliser ilunr tn Uie Tliird l.ilierlv I. 'him.
WANTED.
REAL ESTATE
America and to put upon her people llils ;.far
yni fel l wnmi,'. Fur ll.at. on the ni t r.i ry if a r,i'd reason I'nr fuli'icnhinu
the yoke of slavery.
Ah.
of leased
WANTED
ut
m
Ihree
urctions
income.
anThe liivh' i' the tax, the in.ie ailvi,r,iat;i:'iii
ihcy bonds. Here
an'! will) plenty of gratis and water. Desire
Yes, Lucretia Borpia, the "Cosmo- - )ou 'an count mi, can call till oi;r hthi.
all the
where callle can
t loetion
rear re'tnil. Please vive full description
politnti" magazine is one of Ht'rr
.f
and other
hiiihlin's
'
supply,
Hearst's magWilliam Randolph
BONDS AND HORSE SENSE.
in first letter. No. 138, care
azines.
Every fanner knows it pays him to put his money in the bank. If every tate Keeurd, Sanla Fe, New Mexico.
farmer hid his separate store nf dollars iiikut the bed. it wouldn't be Ioiik
to $50,M1 worth of Rood Denver
1AVE
of the country would reach a standstill. It is to the fanner's property t2S,00
to trade for cheap New Mexico
ITHE OTHER FELLOW SAYS! until the iffinances
he hns anything to sell, to have a bank In the community to lend
ra.:iur land. Stanley M. Barrows, 901 Gas
interest,
In order that iJie
can buy it The world is only .n.i Klertric BI.Ir., Denver, Colo. No. 159.
money to a

Whir? are the mutts

C

Germany's utter disregard of th1?
rights of other peoples lias not been
better illustrated than in the story
in this issue, telling of the deportation of 1,000 French civilians to work
tor bermsny in tar distant nussia.
Of this number, 400 are women. If
the German army could ever get a
foothold on American soil, the unfortunate men and women not able
to escape would be sent to some distant and uncomfortable land and
compelled to toil for the fatherland.
And yet America apparently fears to
offend any German sympathizers in
America, much less to punish them,
German spies, caught
and
boasting of the service which they
are rendering to the Kaiser, are in
terned for the period of the war: if
actuality, made the honor guests of
the nation and fed upon the fat of
tlie land. We have crept, reluctantly, inch at a time, into the war. We
re beginning today, after we have
been in the war more than a year,
to consider measures which should
bare been passed in the first 30
slays, and thereafter rigidly enforoed.
Our boys in the trenches pay the awful penalty.

LIKE BACON

ed

X

per year
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Now oiro apaln you'll huve a chance to buy yourself a bond, and help
LAND FOR SALE.
Die allies nut in I lani n, In Helium and beyond.
In April now our Uncle Sum
will sl.in aim:hi.r hu:i,, anil ill" you ready, as I am, in put up plunk and bona'.'
to
ru
FOR SAI.K at n .Sarrilice
It's little we oli! ;,eir... run do to help our armieti win, but wo ear) certainly Estate duri'ly stuck r.inih th finrttsitiin ihu
'
1MQ
cuiiiH ilimunh uHli
Cumprii-mt'tis
Am s patt-ntin
and
raid
Wlmil
of
done,
tin.
try.
vryt)iiui$
if.
nf wIik h 5'0 A'T'-Altalf.'i
.hii
weallli will win ihe piru;,ra
strap, and lucre Bbould be a flow of "mon" front every hih!
iiritl
wrth ilW.iX) jut Atrr; t lie
iojnl ebap. Vuu aic nut asked to Klve away or sacrifice your dust: you lend
s alutic cost over $10,Of W.TiO ; it k an
in Urirle
uiitl, Hay, lio'.s unruly n.du to trust! You are not linked to lend leuant ht'" k rant I) ami beautiful Country
inn-res- t
tor fi.n; i;
war in done. rl'MMC. it n I'ncr fr itnni' 'ii;ltr s.ilr $J1.UU kp
jou roeeive: If you've uo bonds, whenbead
n (iati'ly
yuo-buy.
In shame Unyou'll lend join robe and Ktinve.
Ah, thoii you'll lianK your
Dfitit onuvwr unless yu have tlu- mom-mid Miiinil a dolelul note; you did not hulp to win tlie grime and get the 1'rus-sianit rncifi
hubiTu ss,
Thos. G, Aitkrn,
fioat. Hut there is none witb soul bo dead be will not buy a bond, e'en
Dctninff, N. M.
(litiuuli he haH to cut out blend, and km bis cookbtove pawned. Let's march
up ebeenui, blitbs and quick, and buy, and bay,
buy; lor Uiuu we'll make ,ARGE TRACT at vmrAnu J.ind nnrth of
the Teuton sick, aad soak him in the eye.
.onUhurjj. Plenty of water fur stuck and
arniirKt, Inelu'lt Ik st farm land in south
Cupyifcl't 1'jU by liuorse Mktthew Ausms
vcitern New Mexico Ur wheat. heaiiB( corn,
jotatnfs anrl hay, Frnret) and crnii fenced,
THE WORLD AND YOU!
'..artcr ranc area adjoininfif. No. 136,
Stati
The (iernian Autocracy has said: "What else matters but victory for us?" Record Santa Fe, N. M.
Humanity nay. "What else matters but the safety of the world for Free- I WANT 500 old Dulls next September,
dom, for Heinoeraey. fur Women, for Children, for You?"
or November. Can you furnish ?
October,
ff so, state price and full particulars in
binder the lluim. You can do it by buying Liberty first
Help jour tJovt-ruim-nUtter.
Bonds.
Thos. O. Aitkcn, Deminff, N. M.

.'?

Editor

fHTIIRIF. SMITH

CLASSIFIED

MASON.

Put on the Bevo Canes wVcn you set the
for
e
tKe

for
taHe
ti b; e yiu e
gues of
a d::inty lunci:
a s
the evcnh.g.
cs,ion
ssnd'vic'ifs
Cream cheese p I cliormcd oil
brown bread), iU picldes. Shrimp fcjlad. Ice cold
.

t

H

Itself a nutritive drink, 2vo mo'fes an appetizing
and d Hghtful addition to mny t.'.eal hot or cold,
liht or heavy.

soft drink.

Bevo-th- e
Sold in bottle only amf bottled exclusively by
Anheuser-Busc-

h

3t. Louis

n

"

all it I
TTTTTTTT

NEW

TTTTTTTTT TTTTTT first year promises to be gratifing.
There also promises to be a very fair
acreage of sweet potatoes. Artesia
MEXICO
Advocate.
aV aaVanV

NEWS REVIEW

The above sale of land will be suhjec any unpaid balance at the exniration of See. 1, T. 17 S., R. 35 E., containing 13466.9
to the following
terms and conditions thirty years from the date of the con acres. I tie improvements consult ot 3 wells
via.:
Except for land selected for thr tract with intrrrit on deferred
and windmills ami fencing, value $5000.01,
Santa Fe and Grant Countv Railroad Bon at t he rate of four per cent perpayments
annum
t uno, tne successiui bidder nuist pay tt payable in advance on the
of
Snle No. 1155
K'f, SV'4 Sec. ?", T.
anniversary
the Commissioner of Public Lands or bi1 the date of the contract, partial
payments If. S.. K. .17 E.. all of Sec. 2; All oi See.
o to be credited on the anniversary nf the ');
VV4 Sec. in.
agent holding such sale,
T. 17 S., R. 37 K.,
the price offered by him for the land date of the contract next folIowiDit the
V'i.7ft acres.
Thr imitrovcroen's
four per cent cent interest in advance foi date of tender.
urisist of fcn inir, value t'ri.OO.
the balance of such purchase price, feet
The sale of land selected for the Splits
for advrriifttng and appraisement and
Sale No. I15
All of S r. V, N!4. SEU.
costs incidental it. the salt iurrin Mr, l and (Irani County K..ilrr..d Hon.. l uud
.itt i. S" . i: SW'i, Wy.SV,M, Sc. .1;
and all of said amounts must be deposit .
unjrei to the bove terms and
J. J: M'$SW!
So
I 1' 'II
.
...
UMI
IMC
II
III.
"II
ew.'han..
IN.
lUII'ISIlll
ed lt
(A.tlll
'..
ir rrrt,t,..,f
"
"rtitied ex '
'."
time of sale and which said amounts an.P,
,
p, 'sViA iVi
11
su
of ?' ,'
!
,
all of them are atlltject to forfeiture to thr change at Ihe lime of sale
J
'
Puriiiaac price ..tiered by him lur ,
Slate of New Mexico, if the successful
i
U
li'V
o.-rent intereM
if-lani Umr
bidde r does not execute a contract with '
"m-'?C.
v'.'
1..Ul of s..,.
the halance of such purehas.
in tl lirty days alter it has been mailec vame
"o , I; r, C
f will
.
he
a
and
to h im hy the State Land Office,
ri.jnired In execute
ait' price
...'.'v.
.
?
'4c-- i
' ll ' of S- v.,, . .VI:11 w-Xcontract to provide that the purchase! comrai t providing for the payment ot th
Lots I ?
or ice
Durchafet?
ir
mav at hi nt.ii.in m-sut fi
tnt balance "l
mvmnti
N I'. Va
W'-iN
S SW 4 ,
;
S
S
SI.
W M S Klfi
,
'i
leas than one. thirtieth nf nin.i. fit,.
thirty euu.il annual instalments with in s.c.
X",, .V",S"... SFSK'4 Stc. 32: N".
cent of the purchase price at any timr Merest on all deferred payments at
S' SK'$.
3.V
SW'IMV U.
the sale and prior to the expiration ra,c of louT Prr
P" annum in al NW",,
N K'4,
J4&K'l.NWK;
SYVjajSWrt
24; T.
of thirty years from the date of the con
.vance. paymenta and interest due on Ocio
M S.. K. 35 E., All of Sec. 36, T.
l
R.
f
n
S.,
and
year,
tract
to Drovide lor the navment o
.W
40.92 acres.
K., t'onvainintr
The imany unpaid Daiance at the expiration ot
of
of
value
00.00,
consist
above
The
be
will
provements
sale
land
fencing,
trom
suhjec
con
of
the date
the
thirty years
tract with interest on deferred payment! ti valid existing rights, easements, right
Sale No. 1157
N'4, $14 Sfc. 2, V.
at the rate of four per cent per annum of way and reservations.
lo S.. H. 3S K., containing 4K0 ntrr-sThe
payable in advance on the anniversary o
The Commissioner
of Public Lands
o iniprovenu tits
consist of fencinc. value
the date of the contract, partial payments
ale reservea th'
to be credited on the anniversary of the his apent holding such
date of the contract next following thr right to reject any and all bids offeree
No bid on the above described tra..tf of
at said sale.
date of tender.
liiiid will be accepted for less than Five
The sale of land selected for the Sams' Posessioo under contracts of sale for th hollars
per acre, w hicii is tlif apdescribed
wlue tliereof, and in additirn there,
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund above
traits will be given or praised
to t lie
biddt r must pay for the
will be subject to the above terms anc "r before October 1st, 1918.
in pro vein, nts t li.it exist on the l.ind.
conditions except that the successful bid
band
Witness
official
sea
the
and
my
ier must pay in cash or certiued ex of
Each id the above described
the State Land Office of the State o
tracts of
o
change at the time of sate
uid will be off. red for sale separate- this 1st day of February
the purchase price offered by him for New Mexico,
the land four per cent interest in ad 1V18.
ROBERT f. ERVIEN,
vance for the balance of. such purchase
The above sale of lands will be subject
i I
Commissioner uf Public Land
th
price and will be required to execute a
" 'he fn lowing
State of New Mnui
terms and conditions,
contract providing for the payment of the
viz :
First
Puldication
,
lylf,
such
February
balance of
it
purchase
price
thirty equal annual instalments with tn Last Publication April 12. 11.
must
iiirr ''sm'uI bj.t.N-terest on all deferred
p.y tn t
payments at tb'
'rutMn.sioiif r of Puhlie lands, or hm agent
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ENWji.
improvements.
reject
A bridge across the Alamogordo is without sayinej a word to anyone
right
any
of
his
or
Public Lands
The Commissioner
T. 21 S., R. 11 W., containing 400 acres. at said sale.
described premises to secure the payment
the right
also contemplated.
Sumner about it. They wer arranging to rotgent holding such sale reserves
Fort
of said mortgage; that such fcprtsentations
Sal
No. 112
SH, Sec. 1: There are no improvements.
leave Deming for hi Paso when they
reject any and all bids offered at said T. 21 S., R. 15 W.,SWV4NEX,
360
tat the said
Review.
were false and fraudulent;
acrea.
of
sale
for
undrr
th
Possession
contracts
containing
under contracts of sale
were arrested. Justice C. C. Rogers ale. Possession described
Sale No. 112
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, above described
will be given or mortgage was duly recorded in the office
tracts
will be There are no improvements.
for the above
tracts
Sec. 18; T. 23 S., R. 7 W., containing 320 or before October
of the Countv 'h rk of Santa Fe County
held both of thiem for the grand iurv. .pven on or before October first, 1918.
1st, 1V1H.
acres.
on June 14th, P16. in Hook "Q" of the
DONA ANA
Improvements consist of fencing,
Sale No. Il
SWKSWK Sec. 21, W
Deming Headlight.
S.00.
Witness my hand and the official sea records of mortgages at pages 6 and 7; that
official seal Vi',, Sec. 28; SI5S54, Sec. 29; T. 23 S., R. value )
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A Profitable Investment
Last fall J. G. Stewart and Dr. Robertson bought a thousand sheep.
They invested about $5000 and have
old the shejep for $7,000.
They intended to keep the stock
for several months yet but as buyers
showed up with attractive offers
they let them go.
They will buy other flocks as soon
as the grain is harvested. Las Cru-ce- s
Republic.

Under Consideration
Duriner last week representatives

Witness tnv hand and the
f the State Land Office of the State nf
New Mexico, this Ninth day of April, 1918.
ROBERT P. ERVIEN;
Commissioner of Pubic Lands,
State of New Mexico.
First Publication April 12, 1918.

W--

-

There are no

of the State Land Office of the Slate o
1127
All of Sec. 19; T. 23 S.. New Mexico, this 21st day of February
W., containing 638.56 acres.
1918.
Improveof fencins and welt, value
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
Sale No. 114
NWJi, Sec. 13; All ol ments consiftt
Sections 14 and 15; Wyi, Sec. 21; T. 24 $680.00.
Commissioner uf Public Lands of th'
1760
R.
14
There
acres.
State of New Mexico
S..
W., containing
C
112S
No.
SWU.
2S:
Sale
See.
T 24
are no improvements.
First Publication March 1, 1918.
R. 10 W., containing lhO acres.
ImproveLast Publication May 3, 1918.
Sale No. IMS
Kyi. Sec. 11; Sj, Sec. ments consist of fencing, value $330.00.
12: T. 24 S.. R. 20 W.. containing 640 acres.
Sale No. 112t
SWtf. Sec. 31; T. 25 S..
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
The improvementa consist of fencing, value
r. y w., containing imj acres. Improve
SJ6U.UU.
ments consist of clearing, value $333.00.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
All of Sec. 20; T. 24 S.,
Sale No. I1M
Sale No. IIM
NEW. Sec. 23; T. 25 S .
R. 20 W., containing 640 acres.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Improvements consist of houses, 2 wells, windmill, R. 11 W, containing 160 acres.
Improve
LEA COUNTY
mints consist of barn, well, fencing
nl
tank, corral, trees, fencing, value $2890.00.
18 W.,
containing
improvementa.

360

acres.

..Sale No.

R.

-

of two Los Anpeles firms have 1i?en
in Deminer lookiner over the around
with a view to securing sites for the
erection of factories here to evtract Last Publication June 14, 1918.
the fibre from the leaves of the
yucca plant. One of the factories
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
asks a number of concessions in the
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
way of a site and other advantages.
but the other only the
PUBLIC LAND SALE
ot the local business community.
The matter is now under consideDE BACA COUNTY
Sale No. 11MA
NEJ4, Sec. 15; N54NWM,
ration by the directors of the ChamAcres of Melons Planted
of
the Commissioner of Public See. 23; T. 24 S., R. 20 W., containing
The past week was melon week in ber of Commerce and a definite de- Office
240 acres.
The
consist of
Land,
improvementa
the Mesilla Valley and hundreds of cision is expected within o few days.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
house, value $250.00.
acres of the delicious melons were
Deming Headlight.
Notice
Sale No. 1M7
SJ4. Sec. 29; T. 27 S.,
is hereby given that pursuant
planted. Une farmer planted 75
Improveto the provisions of an Act of Congress, R. 19 W., containing 320 acres.
acres. Many farms are putting in a
MORA
Approved tunc 20th; 1910, the laws of the ments consist of fencing, value $150.00.
State of New Mexico and the rules and
big acreage and the melon crop prothe
Sale No. Mil
SWJ. Sec. 4; T. 27 S.,
regulations of the State Land Office,
mises to be big one. Las Cruces Reof Public Lands will offer R. 19 W., containing 160 acres. There are
April Fool day had some psycho- Commissioner
sale to the highest bidder at no improvements.
public.
at
public
logical influence on a lot of the
nine o'clock A. M., on Tuesday, June 25th.
Ft. Sumner, County
Sale No. 11M
WtfWtf. EJ4EV4, Sec.
kids, many of them bif? 191H, in the town of New
EDDY
Mexico, in front 33; All of Sec. 32; T. 27 S R. 19 W., N'A
of
Baca, State of
enough to know better conceived the of De
house therein, the following NE'A, SKMNEM, Sec. 4; NEtf, SVVtf, N(4
court
the
very unusually brilliant idea of play-i- n described tracta of land, viz:
SEtf, SENSES. Sec. 5; WW, WtfEtf, Sec.
,
Delivered Hugh Tank
6; All of See. 7; T. 28 S. R. 19
hookey, and ran away from
2649.63 acres, of which 1125.66 acres
No. 1142
SWli. Sec. 25: S'A Sec.
e
The
Hardware School, went to the canyons, and 26;SaleNK.SKJ4,
Sec. 27; SV, Sec. 28; were selected for the Santa Fe and Grant
SW'4
company' has 'just completed and has went swimming. At a meeting of the S;,M Sec. 32; All of Sec. 33; NWtf, SEX, County Railroad Bond rund.
Improve
School Board the matter was taken S(.NEJ4. Sec. 34; E'AEyi, NWtfNEtf, NEtfjmenle consist of house, well, windmill, re
ieady for delivery a huce 7,000-iraW'SNW!a
SW'X See. 35: All of Sec. servoir, corrals, value $3000.00.
lon tank for James Brothers. The up and after due consideration
it VW.
T. 1 N., R. 25 E., SEX Sec. 21: All of
tank is so large that some fears were was decided to suspend each pupil 36;
Sale No. Ill
See. 28; NEtf. W!4SW54. SjSEtf. Sec. 29;
N,, Sec. 4; T. 29 S., R.
Improveexpressed that it could not bte taken who was of an age to know better All of Sec. 30: All of Sec. 31; All of T.Sec. 17 W., containing 301.44 acrea.
Sec.
N'S
of
33;
32:
SWXSWJ4
ments
consist
well, clearing, value
the
one
of
week.
on
across the river
the Greene street for
period
Roy N.. R. 26NS!,
10; N'iSKtf $170.00.
E., Lots 1, 3, 4,
is
It
fifteen
when
feet
high
bridge.
See. 2; Lots 1; 2; 7; 8; 9; 1U; 11 Sic. 3;
NEX Sec. 9; NSEtf See. 10; NWSWX Sale No. 1112
WNEH, NtfSEj. Sec.
standing on its side. Carlsbad
See. II; NEtfNWX, SWtfNWH Sec. 25; 17; T. 30 S., R. 19 W., WJriNEJit Sec. 13;
QUAY
NWMNEK,
S2NEX, Sec. 34; T. 1 S R. NJ4NWH, Sec. 15; T. 30 S.( R. 20 W., con-

-

-

W--

g

Roberts-Dearborn-

1

1

-

for the Santa
E., All of Sec. 5; Lots I, 2; 3; 4; 8; 9; taining 320 acres, selected
10,
II, 14, SEXSWtf Sec. 6, T. 1 S.. R. 26 Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund.
E., containing 8572.44 acres. The improve- There are no improvements.
ments consist of fencing, value $2481.25.
Sale No. Mil
SW54NEM, SEMNWJ4, WJ4
No bid on the above described tracts NWX. Sec. 1; T. 30 , R. 20 W., containof land will be accepted (or less t han ing 159.79 acrea.
There are no improveFIVE DOLLARS ($5.00) per acre, which is menta.
the appraised value thereof and in adSale No. 1114
dition thereto the successful bidder must
SENWH, EMSWM, Sec.
pay for the improvementa that exist on 19; E,NWX, Sec. 30; T. 32 S., R. 16 W.,
25

Bright Proapecta

Willard Bates is in from his ranch
100 miles distant, in the vicinity of
Weed. Mr. Bates says things are
looking fine in that part of the country, the grass coming along and cattle doing well, they having had late
mows which put a good season in
the ground. Carlsbad Current

Money tn Broom Corn
A. C. Stephenson was in from Quay
this week on business. He raised fair
crops on his farm last year and will
again this year. He is putting
try
in considerable broom corn as a number of his neighbors made money
on this article last year. Tucumcari the land.
News.
Sale No.

-

V',NE!4, N'SNW'. SWfc
SEJ4SWJ4, SWtfSEK Sec.
NWK,
3
28
R.
N..
T.
New
E.f containing 3itQ acre.
Grant
Three
32,
Car
for
contract
Lee Pel4er. E. M. Higday and Jas. The improvements consist of fencing, value
the cannery
$15.00.

Building Factory
A few days ago the
the cement work on
building was let to T. M. Bradshaw
of Artesia, and with a force of workmen, has already begun the foundation of the building. Last week two
contracts weoe let one to E.
of
Lake
Arthur
C
Latto,
for the
drilling of a well
on the factory site, and the other to
F. W. Henrichfen of Artesia, for the
contruction of the cannery building.
Mr. Latto begin the drilling of the

well this week and Mr. Henrichsen
wil I start the construction of the
building as quickly at the cement
foundation is in proper condition, to
build upon.
From present indication the acreage of tomatoes will be larger than
was anticipated several wfeeks ago
ao that the output of the factory the

y

Conwell went to Denver last week and
No bid on the above described tract of
drove three Grant cars from that
less than Ten
city to Tucumcari. Tucumcari News. land will be accepted forwhich

is the ap
Dollars ($10.00) per acre,
praised value thereof, and in addition thereto the successful bidder must pay for the
improvementa that exist on the land.
Each of the above described tracts will
U
Cheer Up! Suffrage
Coming
be offered for aale separately.
As the Editors family has been
The above sate of land wil! be subject
in the country taking a vacation the
the following: terms and conditions,
past week there is not much news to
vis:

ROOSEVELT

as the Editor has had to set hens,
wash dishes, take care of milk and
do hundreds of other things. Heres
hoping these vacations don't come
very often. Kenna Record.

War Savin y Stamp
Carl Turner, county chairmen,
(Continued on page eight)

The successful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner of Public Lands or his a (eat
of the
holding; such aale,
price offered by him for the land, four
balfor
in
interest
the
advance
cent
per
ance of such purchase price, fees for
and aonraisement and all costs
incidental to the aale herein, each and all
re- - of said amounts must be deposited ta cash
or certified exchaaaje at the time of aale
and which said amounts and all of them

jsmj.uu.

-

No. 1131
NWJ4, Sec. 25; T. 25 ?v,
W., containing W) acres.
The im
provements constat of well, fencing and
Sale

R.

11

clearing, value
Sale

No.

$829.00.

NE4. Sec. 31; T. 26 S.
R. 9. VV., containing 160 acres.
Improvements consist of welt, fencing and clearing, value $205.00.
1132

Sale No. 1133

SSF.tf,

Sec. 8. T. 26 S.,

R. 10
V., containing 80 acres.
Improvements consist of well, fencing and clearing, value $150.00.

Sale

No.

1134

No.

1135

NEJ4,

Sec.

15;

T. 26 S..

R. 10 W
containing 160 acres.
Improve- ments consist of wrll. ditch, tenons and
clearing, value $515.00.

Sale
7

W., containing

NVS
3

no improvement,.
Sale

No. 1114

Sec.

acres.

11;

T.

2fl

S.t

There are

Sec.

NWH,
14; T. 2K S .
R. 8 VV-- ,
Improvecontaining 160 acrea.
ments consist of clearing and grubbing.
iou.uu.
value
Sale No. 1117
R.

8

ments
value

NW,

Sec. 11; T. 2

W., containing 160 acres.
consist of fencing and
$187.00.

S..

Imnrove
grubbing,

the plaintiffs did not discover the falsity
representations until about December 1916; that you have failed and refused
cancel
said mortgage"; that the considerato
tion for which said note was given has
of s.iid

been fully

paid.

Plaintiffs ask judgim nt that the said
mortgage be ramvllnl and that some person be directed by the Court to execute
a release thereof on the records of Santa
Fe County ; and that plaintiffs have their
cost s.
The nanii s and address of the plaintiffs'
and
UFit,
attorneys are MeKie, Edward
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
1'nIchS you appear art l answer the r om
plaint in said .n tion on or before May 20,
by default will be taken
PR jn Igtm-ti1'ul'ln against you.
Iffirs.
the
Commissioner .
,.i
Witness n.y hand and the sral of the above
Lands.
Mt airo.
entitled t'.:irt tins 27ih div r.f March, PR
Santa re,
SE L)
Trinidad C de Mar
Click and Fx O'fcio
Notice
is hereby givrn that pursuant
I lerk
of the District 'Vurt
to the provisions of an Act of I ongress
Fe County.
f Santa
of
laws
thr
P10.
June
20,
approved
t
Publieat...ii March ?, PR
State of New Mexico and the rules and, I
Pubii. uiion April 19. PR
of the State Land
Office, the
ill of ft f
Commissioner of Public Lands
'
at public salr, to the highest bidder, at
M.
A.
nine o'clock
(in Sat'ird.iv, June "Hi.
in the town of L.vniKM"ti. County
.PR
of Li,-.State of Nrw Mi Kit", ui from of:
BACKACHY OR
the court h'Hisc therein tin t"H winy K J
iTibfd tracts of land, 'tr;
S
S.c
I: M '1. SW
Sal. No. 1141
S.c. 11: R'A'M Sec. W: NW-- Sr.. - 1..;
KIDNEYS BOTHER
2, T
See 14, T. 15 S., R. 35 K., Nyi S.
14
S., K. 34 r... containing 1MH J4 : r. v
The improvements cmiMi-- t ..f Ii

IF

$ii).

Sale No. IIS
S'.SW'S S. .'1 I I
S.. K. 36 F... W'i Sic. 2: Lou 3. 4. S'.NK'.
.
11, T
SK'4 S.c. 3; N'S Sir. 10: All ol S..-IS S.. R. 36 K . SVM. S!..SW'..; S, c
Sec. 26; SV4 Sec. .'7; W'A. SI-.-'
SW
SK,
Sec. 2'.; All nf Sc.
Sec. 2S; E'
S";SV
KF.iiSKM, S' S1. S.c. 3.1; Al!
.V;
(
S. r. V,.
c.
..f
34; All of Sir. 35; All
T. 16 S.. R. 36 E.. NK'4,
S.c. 31, T. 16 S.; R. 37 E , A'l of S c. 1;
,.
All of S. c. ?: E"., I. it. 1. J. SK';
Sec. 3: Lots
N'ISW'4.
SKliWV'i. V.'i. SW'4 Sr. 4, Ml ol S.c.

Sale No. UM
W'aE. Sec. 2. T
fS
X, K. 7 W., containing 480.15 ace,.
There are no tmprovementa.
5..fT.
S XX.
No bids on the above described tract
tank anil fmeing,
$j3iiui.
ot lann will be accepted for less than
THREE DOLLARS ($3.00) per acre, which
E'5 Sec. 17: All of S.
Sale No. 1151
is the appraiaed value thereof and in adit. s .
the successful bidder must jii
s.r. 2); Nk s.c 'mi.
containing 2U0 acres. Improvements consist ditionforthereto
the improvements that exist on K. 3? E.. cntainine 23W .3M m n
The itn- of fencing, value $187.50.
pay
the land.
provements ronsist ot fencing, value yiNnn
All of Sec, 16; T. ii S.,
Sale No. 111S
of the above described tract, will
R. 30 W
NW'i S. . A' V Iv
Sale No. 1152
containing 640 acrea. There are beEach
offered for sale aeparately.
5. i
I" S.
no improvementa.
S c. '7: V.".. Sec. 34: SVi Sc.-- .
'Ki
,
cntitainiiu:
The above aale of land will be aubject K. 35 T 16 S, R. 35
nn
no
nt
Sec.
Sale No. Ill
ren.
arc
a
There
WKSEH,
ESWM,
improvi
to the following terroa and conditiona.
9; T. 27 S., K. 20 W., containing 160 acres. viz.:
for land aelected for the
Except
E'
Sale No. 1IS3
S'.SWH Sec. 13:
Improvements constat of fencing, value Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond
$150.00.
Scr. 14; SF.Ja Sec. 15; K';. S'.XW'i.
bidder must pay to Sl-Fund, the eucceaaful
the
of Public Lands or hia S'j SW4. Sir. 22; N'NE'4. SWUNE'i. S. .
Commissioner
All of Sec. 11; T. 23 S.,
Sale No. 1117
S'iS'i, SEXNEI4. NWN S.r.
of 23;
holding auch aale,
R. 18 W., containing 640 acres.
There are agent
the price offered by him for the land,
i
K. .v. e.. .
.
no improvement,.
Sec. 27, 1. 16
26;
four per cent cent intereat in advance for Sr.
the balance of such purchaae price, fees ln 4, Sec. 18; Iit 1, 2. SKvfNWi!. 5W '
Sal No. till
Sec.
20;
NEM
19;
SVM.
SEX, Sec. 19; EH, Sec. for advertising and appraisement
SK',.
SiSec.
N';.
all
and
20; NEKNVVK. Sec 29; T. 19 S., R. 14 W., coata incidental
Sec. 30. T. 16 S.. K. 37 r. . t..n
to the aale herein, each N'.SWii 3843.22
acres. The improvemtnt
tainintr
containing 520 acre,, selected for the Santa and all of aaid amounts must be depositFe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund. ed in caah or certified
exchange at the consist of fencing, value $s75.00.
There are no improvement,.
The success- time of sale and which aaid
amonnta and
ful bidder will be required to pay in cash all of them are aubject to forfeiture to the
Sale No. I1S4
S'4 Sec. 10; Al! t.l Sr.
VK's
the entire amount bid for the land.
State of New Mexico, if the eucceaaful 14; All of See. 16: Via Sec. 27;
; All of
bidder doe, not execute a contract with- Sec. 2S; S'S Sec 29; SJ4 Sec.
No bid on the above described tract, of in
after it baa been mailed Sec. 31: All of Sec. 32; W!4 Sec. .13. T.
day,
thirty
land will be accepted for lea, than THREk. to him by the State Land Office, aaid 16 S.. R. J5 E, N(4SE?4, SE"4SEM See. 10;
DOLLARS
($3.00)
per acre, which is the contract to provide that the purchaser N"iNW'4 See, 29; S'SN!4, S'. NEHNK
appraised value thereof and in addition may at hi, option make paymenta of not Sec. 30; All of Sec. 11. T. 16 S, R. 36 K
thereto the eucceaaful bidder muat pay for leaa than
of
five per All of Sec. 2j All of Sec. J: All of Sr
the improvement, that exist on the land. cent of the purchase priceninety
at any time 4: All of Sec. 5; ATI of Sec. ; An of Sec
after the aale and prior to the expiration 7; All of Sec. S; All of Sec. 1; W4.
Each of the above described tracta will of
SEJa Sec 10; E4, SW. FhNWh
thirty year, from the date of the con-- 1
be offered for aale separately.
Sec. 15; AH of See.
;
tract and to provide for the payment of Sec 11;

-

114J

10

clearing, value
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Spanish-America-

S.
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Si

t

Eat

leas

Salu

me it and take a glass ot
to flash out Kidneys

Drink plenty witer.

I'ric arii in moat OTcitr, the kitlrtfy.
bocoTi!' eivrrworkedi
gttiefili,
a ho, attii firl like liinii9 of lend. The
urmp I'lrnnii'si clotirlv; tlie Maililcr is irri
flu--

pf--

t

. illni
lliav be otilifiil to Rock re- - the Bight
two .ir 't,,
ti,n? tlurinWhen the kn;nev c"
ou must help
thorn tMish tf the bmlv'a urinous waste
or you'll I a roal pick person shortly.
Al first on f.rl a dull misery in the Ida- noy reino-- , you suitor from backache,
hick heHil.irhc. di7zine-is- .
stamrtcli geta
soiit, toncue eoated and you feel rheumatic twinps when the weather is had.
Kat loe meat, drink lots of water;
alo prt trom any pharmacist four ounce
of Jad Stilts: take a tahlefpoonful
o water before breakfast
in a
for a few s,y ind your kidnevs will
then act flue. This famous salts is made
'
'i i..-- a u.i ciiiimi junv,
"r
imliipel with iithia, and has been used
generations to clean cloinred kidnevs
and stimulate them to normal activity,
also to neutralize the acids in urine, so
it no lon?vT is a source of irritation,
thus endine bladder weakness.
Tad Salts is inexpensive, cannot injure; makes a delightful effervescent
Iithia mate drink which everyone should
take now awd then to keep the kidneys
clean, and active.
Dni?friBts here say
they sell lots of Jad Salts to folks who
believe in overcoming kidney trouble
while it is only trouble.
tat-.-

fr

Our Part in Feeding the Nation

THE RANCH AT . THE WOLVERINE

(Special Information

A tale of the wild outdoor life of pioneer days that called forth all the courage and resourcefulness of men and women inured to danger and hardship
(Copyrtchti

UtU, Brows

By B. M. BOWER

A Go.)

Hliic threw up his head, lifted bis
heels, ami ran like ii scared juckrab-lii- l
over the uneven ground.
They
were not keeping to tin- - trull at all;
trails were too I unit- for them in that
mood.
They ran along the rim-rocat the last, where Hilly Louise could
glance down, now and then, at the
river sliding like a bright blue ribbon
wlih icy edges through the gray, snow-spottehills.
"Mold on. Hlue!"
Louise
Hilly
pulled up on the reins, "(Juit it, you
A mile ought to be enough
old devil
lor nin e, I should think. There's cattle
down there In that bottom, sure as you
live. And we, my dear sir. lire going
down there and lake a look at them."
She uianuged to pull Hlue down to
stiff legged Jumps mid then In n walk,
she stopped him, so that she

Continued.

CHAPTER XII.
9

Hilly Louise's fuilh had compromised
ilolinilely Willi her doubts of liim
'iiiilly up innocent, she would I Ills
friend always, That was t he condition
faith luiil laid down ehullciigingly
before her doubts. Hill unless lit' were
iiiii'ii-enand proved it to tier she
would never marry him, no mutter
linn nun li she loved him. That was
I he
mo tssioii her faith had made to

her dniilils.
Hilly I.ihiIm' hail a wise little In Bin
for all she idealized life and her sur
to realfoundings mil of all i n 'it i
ity. She tuld herself that If she mar-lieWard with her doubts alive her
misery would he far greater than If
she gave him up. except as a friend.
Of course her ideals slonjied In there
v illi an impracticable compromise
f
She r tilit hack the Ward Wurn
She dreamed uf
her "pretend'' life
him us a mutely adoring friend who
loud and worshiped her from afar
.mil Im ause of his sins could not cms-th- e
line of friendship.
It he were a rustler she would shield
him atiil SUM' him, if that were possi-hielie would love her always- - Hilly
Iuilse could not conceive of Ward
transferring his affections to another
less exacting woman and he would
She
lie grateful for her friendship.
could liuilii lung, lovely scenes where
friendliness was pin to the front bravely, while love hid hcltlnd the mask and
tml.i peeped out through the eyes now
and then. She did not. of course, plan
nil this In soher reason; she Just
(Ireiilucd it with her eyes open.
Some one came upon the doorstep
ii ml stooil there for a moment, slump
Inn snow off his feet.
Hilly Louise
(aught her breath and waited, her eyes
i
Veiled with her lashes and shining
tnntly. A little color came Into her
.
Ward had been delayed
but he was coming now because
(hp needed him and he wanted her
It was only .lohn I'ringle, heavy hod
ted, heavy minded, who came in and
(ipieaked the door shut behind him
Jtllly Louise gave him a glance anil
dropped her head back on the red
cushion. "Hello, John!" idle grot-tetunelessly.
.lohn grinned, embarrassed between
)ils pleasure at seeing Hilly Louise and
His white
his pity for her trouble.
teeth showed a little under ins scraggy.
mustache.
Mie s
oil got back, Hoy (
Hello!
purty cold again. Seems like it's goin'
storui some more." He pulled off Ids
mittens and tugged at the ice dangling
at the comers of his lips. "You eonie
on stage, hey.' I net you irevzc
lie
Went over and stood with Ids hack to
hands
browu
his
the tire,
leathery
clasped behind him. Ids face still un- most suitable emotion
to
the
decided as
reveal. "Well, how you like town.
No good, I guess. You got plen-- j
hcyV
rhoehe ana tue,
tv trouble now.
stick by you long as you want us to."
Hilly
"i know you will, John."
Louise bit her lips against a midden
impulse to tears. It was not Ward,
but the crude sympathy of this old
was more to tier than all
lialfbrt-ethe expensive flowers that had been
atacked upon monimie's collin
sue
She picked up me two
had written Ward, brushed off the dust
It cer
and eyed them hesitatingly.
tuinly was queer that Ward had not
ridden down for some word from her.
She hesitated, then threw the thin letter into the lire. Its message was no
longer of urgent, poignant need. Hilly
neii toe
t.ouisc uifn a e.iiK u.eaiu
grief laden lines crumbled quickly and
went Hying up the wide throat of the
chimney The other letter she pinched
between her thumbs and lingers She
million u unit? 10 iiciscu.
ttuiu wotiiti
like to get Unit. She had a swift vision
of him standing over there by the win
dow and reading it with those swift,
shuttling glances. She remembered
how she had begun It "Hrave Hucka-- !
roo" and nor cheeks turned pink. He
should have it when he came. Souie- tiling had kept him away. He would
i

--

YAVl;fla. y

some-Jiow-

Billy

just

as soon as hp could.

She

the letter hack upon the mantel
set a china cow on it to keep it
afe there. Then she turned brightly!
and begun to set the till e fir Phot-h.id .lohn and herself
:nl came near
citing n fourth pla-- e for Ward she
vas so sure lie woim tome as soon as
It could Momn.ie used to say that
!f you set a place for a person that
Person would come and eat with you
In spirit if not in reality.
Phoebe glared at her pityingly when
lie saw her ieltntlng with the fourth
plate in tue hands. I'lmebe thought
Hill
Louise had unconsciously
Phoehe did
brought It for mommlc.
not knew that love Is stronger even
for at that moment Billy
than
Louise was not thinking of mominle
at iiiCHAPTER XIII.
-

Seven Lean Kine.
you looked good, all up
above here?"
Billy Louise
held Blue firmly in a curved- etk, circling s'.und, while she had a
last word with John before she went
oft on one of her long rides.
"All up in '.he hills, and round over
and all over." John's
by Cedar
gesture wa.t even more sweeping than
"I guess mebby thera
his statement.
rustlerf it 'em."
"Wen, I'm going up to the Cove. I
may not he bark before dark, so don't
worry if I'm late. Maybe I'll look
plong the river. I know one place
where I believe cattle can get down to
the bottom. If they're crazy enough to
try it. You didn't look there, did
you?"
"No, I never looked down there, t
know they can't git down nohow."
"Well, all right; maybe they can't"
Billy Louise slackened the reins, and
Blue went off with short,
Jumps. It had been a long time since:
he had felt the weight of his lady,
Ud his mood now was exuberant

ct
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stiff-legge- d

Louise

Held Blue Firmly to
Curved Neck.

could the better take in tier surroundings and the possibilities of gelling
down.
Hlue had cnuglil sight of the moving
fllr ,I)WU m,xt
,jVor and up
sl.ks
stream half a mile or more. He
He knew
Wlis ., ,.mv.,orse to the hone.
f
those
specks for cattle, and he
knew that his lady would like a closer
look at them.
Hlue chose his trail ami crumpled
1( thl. klll,es wlth hs h()fs
,le ver,
!)f tll(, ,.,iK,.; vv,,,
,iown with a
,.t.juin and landed with all four feet
panted, close together. He liad no
K
llliM,
mIIIIiik I"" splto of him-ts,.fi nm
,iff was certainly steep
to excuse a hungle.
,.,Bh
It was with a distinct air of triumph
that Hlue readied Hie bottom, even
though he slid the lust forty feet on
in
his in u in'Iit's and landed belly-deea soft snowbank.
It was with triumph
to match his perky ears that Hilly Lou-is- e
leaned and slapped him on the
neck. "We made it !" she cried, "and
didn't have to walk a step, did I,
m,,, ? Yoii'rt: there with the goods,

n.

breath-froste-

1'iii!
t'ir;'.

dared think he would
steal cattle! Her very remorse was
a whip to lash her anger against the
guilty. She hurried the cuttle along
the dangerous trail, Impatleut of their
cautious pace.
Since she Inn closed up on the
cattle and had rend on heir sides the
shameful story of theft, Billy Louise
had known that she would eventually
come out at the lower end of the Cove;
and that In spite of tin- - fact that the
Cove was not supposed to have any
egress save through the gorge. What
surprised her was tin- - short distance;
she had not realized that the bluff
and the upland formed a wide curve,
and that slit- - bad cut the distance al
most In half by riding next the river.
She seemed in no doubt as to what
she would do when she arrived, Billy
Louise was not much given to inde
cision at any time. She drove the
cattle Into Hie corral farthest from the
house, rode on to the stable, and
slopped Blue with his nose against the
fence there and with his reins dragging.
still, she
Then,
walked determinedly along the path to
the gale that led through the berryjungle to the cabin.
She opened the gate and stepped
through, closing it lifter her. She had
not gone twenty feet when there was
a rush from the nearest thicket, and
Siirbus, his hair ruffed out ulong his
neck, growled and made a leap at her
with bared fangs.
Billy Louise had forgotten about
Surbus. She jumped hack, startled,
and the dog missed landing. When
he sprang again he met a
bullet from Hilly Louise's gun and
dropped back. It had been a snap shot,
without any particular aiming; Hilly
Louise retreated a few steps farther,
He
watching the dog suspiciously.
gathered himself slowly and prepared
to spring at her again. This time Billy
Louise, being on the watch for such a
move, aimed carefully before she fired.
Surbus dropped again, limply a good
dog forever more.
Hilly Louise heard a shrill whistle
and the sound of feet running. She
waited, gun In hand, ready for whatever might come.
"Hey! Charlie; Somebody's come;
Heter
the bell, she don't reeng."
Howling Dog, a pistol In his luind,
came running down tlx- path from the
cabin. He saw Billy Louise and stopped
abruptly, bis mouth half open.
From a shed near the stable came
Charlie, also running. Billy Louise
waited beside the gate. He did not
see her until he was close, for a tangled gooseberry bush stood between
them.
"What was It, Peter? Somebody In
the Cove? Or was It you "
"No, It wasn't I'cter; it was me,"
Billy Louise Informed him culnily and
"I shot Surbus,
ungrammatically.
that's all."
"Ob! Why, Miss Louise, you nearly
gave me heart failure! How are you?
And

she

Inn!

tight-lippe-

.

come

LET THE

far-of-

o

p

i

j
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Hlue scrambled out of die hank to
firm footing on the ripened grass of
the bottom, and with n toss of Ids head
set off in a swinging lope, swerving
now and then to avoid a badger hole
or a
rock. They had done

something new, those two; thev had
ml(.h(,(1
,)Ill(.e wh,,r ni.llh(.r i,;, evpr
,
,, ,u, ,,.,, ns f ne
n hpfor(1
knw lt llml glorlo(j n tne escapnde
,lLs ,11(h
nullo as lnu,,h ,I)t
The rattle spied them and went trot- ting away up the river, and Blue quick
ened his stride a little and followed
after. Hilly Louise left the reins upon
his neck. Hlue could handle rattle
alone quite as skillfully as with a
rider. If he chose.
The cuttle began to swerve nwny
from them, closer to the river. Rlue
pulled iihend n little, swerving also,
and as Hilly Louise tightened the
reins, he slowed and circled them craftily until they huddled on the steep
uncertain wnicn way to go. limy
pmieo isiue down to a wain as
sr.
drew near and eyed tne eaitie
sharply. They tlid not look like any of
hers, after all. There were five dry
cows and two steers.
ne of the steers stood broadside
to Hilly Louise. The brand stared out
from his dingy red side, the most eon- spieuous thing about him. Hilly
ise caught her breath. There was no
faintest line that failed to drive Its
brain,
message Into her
Slie stared and stared.
Hlue looked
her
at
around
Inquiringly, reproachfully. Billy Louise sent him slowly
forward and stirred tip the huddled
little bunch. She read the brand on
each one; read Mie story they shouted
at her, of bungling theft.
Finally she swung Blue on the downstream side and shouted the range
cattle rry. The animals turned awkwardly and went upstream, as they
had been going before Billy Louise
stopped them. Blue followed watchfully after, content with the game he
was playing. Where the bluffs drew
close again to the river, the cattle
climbed to a narrow, shelving trail
picking their way carefully along the
bluff. Below them it fell sheer to the
river; above them it rose steeply, a
blackened Jumble, save where the snow
of the last storm lay drifted.
Billy Louise had never known there
was a trail up this gorge. She eyed It
critically and saw where boulders had
been moved here and there to make
Its passage possible. Her Hps were
set close together and they still bore
the Imprint of her contempt.
She thought of Ward. Mentally she
abased herself before him because of
her doubts. How she had dared think
Her brave buckaroo! j
him a thief

,,,
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thought"

"You thought somebody hnd gotten
Inlo the Cove without your knowing lt.
I rode up from
Well, somebody did.
below, along the river."
"Oli er tlid you?
Pretty rough
going, wasn't it? I didn't think It could
he tlone. Come In; Aunt Martha will

be"
"I don't

think she'll be overjoyed to
see me." Billy Louise stood still beside the gooseberry bush, and she had
forgotten to put awny her gun. "I
drove up those cattle you hnd down below. You're awfully careless, Charlie I
I should think Peter or Marthy would
have told you better. When a man
stPnls cattle by working over the
brands, It's very bad form to keep
them right tin his ranch In plain sight.
It isn't done by the best people, you
know." Her voice stung with the contempt she managed to put Into it. And
though she smiled. It was such a smile
ns one seldom saw upon the face of
Billy Louise.
"What's all this? Worked brands!
Why, Miss Louise, I I wouldn't know
bow

made a futile effort to tuck in a few of
the longest wisps of hair.
The stern gray
"Well, of all
eyes of Billy Louise flew wide open at
the effrontery of the words. If they
expected her to believe that
"That's It, Miss Louise. That's the
point we'd like to settle, ourselves. I
know It sounds outrageous, but it's u
fact. Peter und I found those cattle
up In the hills, with our brand worked
over the V. On my word of honor, not
one of us knows who did It."
"But you've got them down here "
"Well ' Charlie threw out a hand
helplessly. Ills eyes met hers with appealing frankness. "We couldn't rub
out the brands; what else could we
1
do?
figured thai somebody else
would see them If we left them out In
the hills, and It might be rather hard
to convince a man ; you see, we can't
even convince you
But, so help me,
not one of us branded those cattle,
Miss Louise. I believe that whoever
has been rustling stock around here
tried to fix evidence
deliberately
against us. I'm a stranger In the country, and I don't know the game very
well ; I'm an easy mark."
"Yes, you're that, all right enough !"
Hilly Louise spoke with blunt disfavor,
but her contemptuous certainty of his
guilt was plainly wavering. "To go
and bring stolen cattle right down
here "
"It seemed tome they'd be safer here
than anywhere else," Charlie observed
naively. "Nobody ever comes down
here, unknown to us. I had it sized up
that the fellow who worked those
brands would never dream we'd bring
Hie stock right into the Cove. Why,
Miss Louise, even I would know better
than to put our brand on top of
and expect It to pass Inspection.
If I wanted to steal cattle, I wouldn't
go at it that way !"
Billy Louise glanced uncertainly at
him and then at Marthy, facing her
grimly. She did not know what to
think, and she showed it.
"How do you mean the real rustlers?" she began hesitatingly; and
hesitation was not by any means a
mental habit with Billy Louise.
"I mean Just what I said." Char-He'- s
manner was becoming more natural, more confident. "I've been riding through the hills a good deal, and
I've seen a few things. And I've an
Idea the fellow got a little uneasy."
He saw her wince a little at the word
"fellow," and he went on, with an
Impulsive burst of confidence: "Miss
Louise, have you ever, in your riding
around up above Jones canyon, In all
those deep little gulches, have you ever
seen anything of a corral, up there?"
Billy Louise held herself rigidly
from starting at this. She bit her Hps
so that it hurt. "Whereabouts Is It?"
she asked, without looking at him.
And then: "I thought you would go to
any length before you would accuse
anybody."
"I would. But when they deliberately try to hand me the blame and I'm
not accusing anybody nnyhody In
particular, am I? The corral Is at the
head of a steep little canyon or gulch,
hack In the hills where all these bigger
canyons head. Some time when you're
riding up that way, you keep an eye
out for It. That," he added grimly,
"Is where Peter and I ran across
these cattle; right near that corral."
The heart of Billy Louise went heavy
In her chest. Was It possible? Doubts
ure harder to kill than cats or snakes.
You think they're done for, and here
they come again, crowding close so
that one can see nothing else.
"Have you any Idea at all, who
It is?"
She forced the words out of
her dry throat. She lifted her head defiantly and looked at him full, trying
to read the truth from bis eyes and
his mouth.
Charlie Fox met her look, and In his
eyes she read pity yes, pity for her.
If I have," he said, with an air of
gently deliberate evasion, "I'll wait till

the"
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to"

"I know. You did an awful punk
job. A person could tell in the dark
It was tin- - work of a greenhorn.
Why
didn't you let Peter do It, or Marthy?
a
Yo i could have done
better job thiii
that, couldn't you, Marthy?"
Poor old Marthy, with her rheumatic
knees and a gray hardness In her
leathery face, had come down the path
and stood squarely before Billy Louise, her hands knuckling her flabby
hips, her hair blowing In gray, straggling wisps about her bullet head.
"Better than what? Com in, Billy
Louise. I'm right glad to see ye back
and lookln' so well, even If yuh do
'pear to be In one of your tantrums.
How's yer maw?"
Billy Louise gasped and went white.
"Mommle's dead," she said. "She died
the ninth." She drew another gasping
breath, pulled herself together, and
went m before the others could begin
the set speeches of sympathy which
the announcement seemed to demand.
"Never mind about that, now. I'm
talking about those Senheck cattle you
folks stole. I was telling Charlie how
horribly careless he is, Marthy. Did
you know he let them drift down the
river? And a Mind man could tell a
mile off the brands have been worked !"
Billy Louise's tone was positively venomous in Its contempt. "Why didn't
you make Charlie practice on a cowhide for a while first?" she asked Marthy cuttingly.
Marthy ignored the sarcasm. Perhaps It did not penetrate, her stolid
mind at ail. "Charlie never worked
any brands, Billy Louise," she stated
with her glum directness.
"Oh, I beg his pardon, I'm sure!
Did yon?"
"No, I never done such a thing, neither. I don't know what you're talkln'
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I am dead before I name the man. I'm
not at all sure I'd do It even then. Miss
Louise; not unless I was forced to do
That's one reason
It In
why I brought the cattle down here.
I didn't want to be placed In a position where I should be compelled to
fight back."
Baffled and angry and hurt to the
very soul of her, Billy Louise opened
the gate and went out "If yon know
anything to tell, for heaven's sake don't
hold back on my account ! It's nothing
to me, one way or the other. I'm no
about"
"Well, who did, then?" Billy Louise rustler, and no friend of rustlers, if
faced the old woman pitilessly.
that's what you're hinting at" She
I u no. juai in iuitu ii tn uauu ana left them with a proud lift to her chin
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and a very straight back, went to Blue,
and mounted him mechanically. Billy
Louise was "seeing red" Just then. She
rode bnck past the gate, the three were
still standing there close together,
talking.
Billy Louise had ridden but a short
distance when, with a sudden Impulse
I
i". " 'i
born of her stern Instincts of Justice,
she Jerked Blue around and galloped
buck.
Charlie had disappeared, and
Vsr-"- i.
Peter Howling Dog was walking sulla
lenly toward the corraled cattle. Marthy was going slowly up the poth to
S03 ,si
the cabin, looking old and bent and
because of her bowed
shoulders and stiff, rheumatic gait, but
harsh and unyielding as to her face.
Billy Louise stopped by the fence and
culled to her. Mnrthy turned, stared
8ave the Swarms and Make Every Colony Do Ita Best This Year,
at her sourly, and stood where she
was.
a source of the greatest loss now ex"Wall, what d'yuh want now?" she
asked uncompromisingly.
perienced by beekeepers, and this apHELP
WILL
BEES
plies to almost all parts of the United
Billy Louise fought back an answerStates ; yet lt Is a simple matter to proShe must be Just;
ing antagonism.
tect the bees In the hives one which
she could not blame Marthy for feelPROVIDE
will put more dollars in the farmer's
ing hard toward her. She had Insulted
them horribly und killed Marthy's dog.
pockets and more bees in bis hives.
The essentials to the greatest success
"I want to tell you I'm sorry I was
with bees are discussed In numerous
so mean, Marthy," she said bravely.
Is Best textbooks and bulletins
published by
"I haven't nny excuse to make for It ; Better Care of Colonies
the state agricultural colleges and the
only you must see yourself what a
Way to Quicken Supply of
United States department of agriculshock It would be to a person to find
This Crop.
ture.
those cnttle down here. But I know
you're honest, und so Is Charlie. And
I know you'll do what's right.
I'm
SUGAR NEEDED TO HELP WAR
HONEY'S CHANCE TO HELP
sorry I shot your dog, Murthy."
INCREASE SUGAR SUPPLY.
Apologies did not come easily to
Billy Louise. She wheeled then and
rode away at a furious gallop, before Present Stock of Honey Could Be In.
The average annual honey
creased 10 to 20 Times Without
Marthy could do more than open her
crop of the United States Is
about 250,0(10,000 pounds and Is
grim Hps for reply.
Appreciable Increase in
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
sufficient to supply each man,
Cost Per Pound.
woman and child with about 2tf
NEITHER
PENCIL NOR PEN
pounds a year, which Is equivaMore honey Is needed to help the
lent to 3 per cent of the amount
sugar supply and needed in 1018. It
of sugar they consume in norWriting Implement, Made of Mixture Is Imperative, using the language of
mal time. Thus there Is ample
of Wax and Ground Pumice
officials of the United States departroom for expansion of both the
Stone, Recent Invention.
ment of agriculture in a recent publi
and consumption.
production
that we increase not only the
A writing Implement composed of a cation,
The present use of honey In the
In the United States, but
sugar
crop
mixture of wax and finely ground puhome usually Is as a substitute
supply of sweets, and
mice stone containing particles of Ink every possible
for jellies, jams and sirup. It Is
Is one of the supplemental
honey
C.
Oeer sweets
has been Invented by William
used In domestic cooking
little
the supply of which can be en
of Akron, O., to take the place of ordior baking, but this use should be
without great effort. Not only
larged
increased. While honey within
nary and fountnln pens, pencils, crayons and nil other writing Implements, should those who already keep bees
recent years has sold at prices
the
number
of
their
colonies,
enlarge
say the Popular Science Monthly. As but the
sufficiently low to justify Its
should also be extendIndustry
the body of the new writing device Is
use as a substitute for sugar, It
to
federal
localities
ed,
officials,
say
Is rarely used In commercial
composed of a mixture of wax and where
beekeeping has not been tried
food manufacturing except In
pumice stone, which Is easily worn on a commercial scale. It is
important
the making of certain cakes
away when rubbed against a paper that efforts be made to make the
honey
which must be kept moist for a
surface, the Inventor claims that the increase immediate more
this
honey
cells of Ink Intermixed with the wax
time.
considerable
Usually,
year.
and pumice stone will also be liberhowever, the supply of honey Is
Food.
Provides
Nutritious
so Inadequate that most of the
ated, giving a uniform supply of Ink.
It is quite possibly for the AmeriThe device Is made by mixing the
crop can be used as a spread for
can
be
develbeekeeping Industry to
wux, pumice stone and ink together.
bread. With the use limited as
so
that the honey crop will be ten
When It Is heated to the proper tem- oped
it Is, many people In the United
times what it is at present. Not only
States rarely eat honey, but It la
perature it Is suddenly Immersed In would
such a development be valuable
cold wntcr. This chills and solidifies
evident that there might be dethe wux mixture, producing a body In an emergency, suvh as the present
veloped a ready sale for honey
having a cellular structure, each cell crisis, but in normal times, to which
as a supplement to sugar, if proall hope the nation may speedily rebeing filled with ink.
duction were Increased many
turn, the beekeeping industry can protimes.
vide a concentrated nutritious food,
Boa Constrictor May Ba Trained.
There ore several varieties of boa almost universally liked and assuredly
constrictors, the best known being th an article of diet preferable to the Inferior sirups and jams so commonly
Starting With Bees.
Giliola or land boa constrictor.
The best place to buy bees is near
This is the smaller, and least vlclouf used. The beekeeping industry may be
of the tribe. It is harmless and will the means of conserving u national re- home. There are hundreds of colonies
not attack unless attacked, writes a source now largely wasted, changing In almost every county which are unIn fact, if caught It Into nature's own sweet. The raw productive and which might better
correspondent.
young It may be tamed, and the na- material Is free on every hand ; the In- change hands, bee specialists of the
tives of the Amazon valley frequently vestment for equipment is small in United States department of agriculbeekeep them around their houses Instead comparison with other branches of ture believe. If the prospective
of house cats, as they keep the place agriculture; the profits are fully com- keeper does not know where these are,
clear of rats, mice and other vermin, mensurate with the study and labor In- a small advertisement In a local paper
and even of larger mnrauding animals. volved. It would seem profitable to will often locate them. If colonies canYou can buy these snakes In the mar- stop such a waste of so desirable a not be found near by they can be
kets of Para, Munaos and other North supply of sugar. This waste can be bought of dealers In bees who adverBrazilian ports, where they ore offered prevented only by the education of bee- tise In the bee journals.
The best hive for all parts of the
for sale In boxes, like chickens or rab- keepers.
In selecting a place for commercial country Is the
Langstroth.
bits and the owner will haul them out
and demonstrate them to you.
beekeeping, attention should be paid to which is the American standard. If
The water boa constrictor Is the the regions best adapted to the in- possible buy bees already established
largest known snake In existence, dustry, and lt should also be remem- In these hives but If only other hives
growing to the length of thirty to forty bered that not all localities within a are available the bees can later be
feet and the thickness of a man's uppei main region are equally valuable. The transferred to the desired hive.
An advantage In buying bees locally
chief honey regions of the United
leg.
States are (1) the white clover region Is that the bees are usually delivered
of the Northeast, (2) the southeastern
by their former owner. If it Is necLight and Thought.
Not all thought Is traveling. The region, west to eastern Texas, with a essary for the beginner to go for the
supposition that when one thinks of wide variety of nectar sources; (3) the bees the hive should be securely closed
the moon one's thought travels to the alfalfa region of the West; (4) the with wire cloth Just before dark when
the bees are all In the hive, plenty of
moon Is a mistake, for the thought la mountain-sagregion of southern Califormed in the mind and remains there. fornia, and (5) the semlarld region of ventilation being provided. Usually
The time tuken to "think of anything," Texas and adjacent states. In all of the hive cover Is removed and the top
declares a writer, "occupies some these regions commercial beekeeping of the hive covered with wire cloth.
small fraction of a second. Light Is practiced extensively and In all of
"travels" at the rate of about 180,000 them, too, there la room for a great
Look to 1919 Seed Now.
miles a second, and If It Is thought expansion of the Industry as a com
To be prepared for a possible scar
which travels In what Is called tele- mercial enterprise. In addition to city of seed next year, growers of root
pathy it would have to travel at the these larger regions many more re- crops of all kinds would do well to
same speed because ether, the medium stricted areas offer special induce- take
steps to Insure at least a partial
which transmits light, wouhj also ments to the beekeeper.
by growing seed themselves,
supply
transmit the brain vibrations Mat acNot Always Profitable.
specialists of the United States decompany thought The telepathic theBut even where colonies of bees are partment of agriculture advise. This
ory of "thought which travels" has sufficiently numerous and where nectar can be done only by the use of roots
been objected to on the ground that Is
freely secreted, beekeeping Is not al- already grown and now in the ground
after traveling considerable distances, ways
considered profitable. This re- or held In storage. Such crops as carsuch as are sometimes claimed for sults from the nature
of the Industry. rots, beets, onions, turnips, rutabagas,
telepathic communication, the brain A colony of bees does not always parsnips and salsify are Involved,
vibrations would be so diffused and
gather sufficient honey for Its own use owing to unfavorable weather condiweakened as to make no impression.
and also enough so that the beekeeper tions so far this year In regions where
can take honey for himself. It Is only the chief seed supplyv of these crops
Ship of the Desert.
bees are properly handled that is produced. This fact together with
Because of Its peculiar swaying mo when
to
beekeeper the fullest the uncertainty of the usual European
tion in walking, the camel has been they yield tothe
an unusual degree bee sources, which cannot be relied upon
called the "ship of the desert" Thta return, and
keeping is profitable to Just the extent to supply us, threatens a very considtitle may also have some reference to to
which the beekeeper applies Intellierable shortage for next year's plantthe extreme stupidity and passivity of
care.
ing. Since lt takes two years to prothe animal, says Popular Science gent
Success in beekeeping depends upon duce these seeds, this shortage can
Monthly, which submits to great
efonly be alleviated by the planting for
loads, which It will often carry for the beekeeper's skill in two lines of
the colonies strong by seed of roots already grown. Farmers'
days at a time without stopping for fort keeping
food or drink, with no more urging proper care in winter and keeping the Bulletin 884 gives directions for the
than a ship would require from the colonies from swarming. The failure home production of seed of those crops
to take proper care of bees In winter is mentioned snd other vegetables.
bands of Its pilot
The manner In which the drivers
hobble the camels when they stop for
GENERAL FARM NOTES.
Failure to procure a good stand Is
a rest Is Interesting. They do not deone of the most common causes of low
pend upon stakes driven In the deep.
care
And again, be sure your corn will yields in potatoes, therefore
yielding sand, but simply double back grow. Test for its percentage germ- should be taken to see that only good
and tie one end of the forelegs of the ination and sow
seed are planted and that these are
accordingly.
animal, so that It can Ue down or rise
correctly cut and distributed.
up, but cannot move from the spot
the seed grain saving
Tomatoes do not mature as rapidly
only the biggest plumpest seed the
House Full.
as some of our other garden crops. We
Brltton I understand that Brown la rest Is worth big prices for feed.
therefore have to start the plants
sore at the government
Did they
After all the oast season has shown early to have ripe fruit In early sumraise his taxes?
Evans No, he had triplets out at sui the wisdom of gathering our seed mer. The plants are very sensitive
corn from the standing crop and dry-la- g to cold, and must be started In a warm
his bouse and he wanted the governIt at once.
ment to revise the census.
place.
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LESSON FOR APRIL 14
JESUS

tJV-KP-

CONFESSION

REQUIRES

AND LOYALTY.
LESSON TEXT Mark 8:27-3will come
GOLDEN TEXT-Whosoafter me, let him deny himself, and take
up his cross, and follow me. Mark? 8:34.
READINGS Romans
DEVOTIONAL
10:8-1Hebrews 12:1-FOR
MATERIAL
ADDITIONAL
TEACHERS Luke 9:18-2PRIMARY
AND JUNIOR TOP1C-Jes- us
and the Blind Man.
LESSON MATERIAL Mark 8:22-2PRIMARY MEMORY VERSE He hath
done all things well. Mark 7:37.

The time has now come for Jesus
to take account of Ills ministry. Having been rejected by the rulers, he
goes into retirement with his disciples.
His primary object In his teaching
during this time is to prepare the disciples for the tragedy of the cross,
His
which he knew wus so near.
teaching gathers around the great
cardinal doctrines of the Christian
faith. He instructs them touching his
person, atoning deuth, resurrection
and glorious coming again. He knew
that In the measure that they intelligently apprehended these things they
would be able to puss through the
ordeals before them. The same Is
true today. Those who cleurly uppre-henthe Divine Person, the vicarious
atonement, the glorious resurrection,
and second coming of Christ, are undisturbed by the world tragedies of
the present hour.
I. Peter's Confession of Christ (vv,
d

).

Two questions of Christ provoked

this confession

The hoe is mightier than the
word.
Changs notion to motion turn
patriotic Impults into real back
yard service.
Are YOUR garden tools repaired and ready for use?

X

or

AOBicyyrOffc

how5srow
The tomato Is one of the most satisfactory of all the garden crops and one
that Is found In practically every vegetable garden. No matter how small
the garden space available, it is always
advisable to have a few tomato vines.
Tomatoes will grow in almost any
good soil, but the soil should not be
too high in nitrogenous matter, us this
will cuuse the plunts to go to vine,
rather than to fruit. Tbe plants should
be started in the window box or In the
hotbed, some six weeks before time to
set them In the open. . For best results
they should be transplanted at least
once.
It is possible to secure a crop
much sooner by carefully growing the
plants Indoors In pots and transplanting to the open ground as soon as conditions permit. They should not be
set In the open until about two weeks
after the lust killing frost. If set
sooner than this, they should in all
cases be protected from frost with a
muslin cover or with boxes covered
with glass or by other means.
The
plunts are especially
desirable, as they may be brought to
the blooming period by the time It Is
warm enough to plant them In the garden.
If the plants are not to be
trained, but u I lowed to He on the
ground, they should be set about 4 feet
apart euoh way. If trained to single
stalk and tied to stakes or a trellis,
they may be plunted In rows 3 feet
apart nnd 18 Inches apart In the row.
If to he used for table purposes only,
25 plunts under good conditions will
supply tbe average family. If for canning, from 50 to 100 plants will be
One hundred plants should
supply sufficient tomatoes for present
use, und enough to can at least 100
quarts.
Under favorable conditions tomatoes
will continue to grow und brtir for
the entire season, and It should not be
necessary to set a late crop
n

supply of young tender beets st all
times. The beets should be used before they exceed s diameter of 2 Inches
as the young beets of moderate size
are of much better quality than those
allowed to make a greater growth.
The beets that remuln unused during
the latter part of the season should be
allowed to grow until frost, pulled,
trimmed and stored for winter use. If
not desired for table use, thev make
an excellent stock or poultry feed.
CELERY.
Celery seed should be sown In the

hothed or window box about the time
of the last frosts In the spring. The
seed is very slow In germinating and
the plants are small and delicate.
They are Improved by transplanting
at least twice.
Celery requires a deep, rich, moist
soil with plenty of
manure
or fertilizer and frequent shullow cultivation. In the garden, celery may be
plunted after some early crop, such as
lettuce, radishes or peas. As soon us
the plants attain considerable size the
leaves should be drawn together and
u little soil compacted ubout the buse
of the plant to hold It upright. If the
blanching is done with ear III, cure
should be tuken thut the heurts of the
plunts do not become filled. Hoards,
puper or other material may be used
for blauehlng, but earthing up will pro'
duce the finest flavor.
Celery may be stored and kept for
winter use by placing It In old hotbeds,
and covering It with fodder or straw;
in t rem lies covered witli coarse manure or straw; in outdoor cellars; or
In the storage room In the basement.
Celery will lest Hie skill of the gardener about as severely us any crop he
muy choose to grow, but no garden
product pays better for painstaking
cure and effort than this crop.
For details as to the storage of celery, see Farmers' Bulletin 87!), "The
Home Storage of Vegetables.
well-rotte- d

the
KITCHEN

Souk

opln-ion-
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one-hal-

God-ma-

a

pint of dried beans overnight, parboil ami drain,
then cook In boiling water to cover until tender. Put
through
n sieve and to the
s
pulp add two
of strained tomatoes to which a
pinch of soda has been added, two
of melted butter or olive
oil. one cupful of finely
walnut meats, u pinch of chopped
sage,
one tenspoonful each powdered
f parsley nnd
onion finely minced, on
(spoonful of
u
salt,
dasli of pepper, a half cupful
of bread crumbs, nnd a
egg. Turn Into a shallow dish nnd
when cold mold Into
Brush
chops.
with oil and brown In a
quick oven.
Nut Loaf ('rumble the Inside of a
iai or iirend, then dry In a slow oven
without browning. To three
of
the crumbs, measured before pints
(Irvine.
add a teaspoonful of salt, a half tea- sponniui of pepper, a dash of cayenne
and two tablespoonfuls each of sage
and parsley finely minced, a sprinkling
of summer savory, two
cupfuls of
chopped celery and one sour apple finely minced.
Melt n third of a pound of
sweet fat nnd fry In It for five minutes one 'hopped onion.
Pour this
over the other Ingredients ami mix
Heat
thoroughly.
three eggs, add n
pint of milk and pour over the mixture.
Add one cupful each of
chopped filberts, pecans and Brazil nuts. Iteserve
a taldespoonful of the nuts to serve
In the sauce. Shape Into a lonf nnd
bake an hour, basting often. For the
sauce: Melt three tablespoonfuls of
butter, add u chopped onion and half
a sour apple with three tablespoonfuls
of flour, cook until brown, add a pint
of milk, nuts, nnd a cupful of tbe
liquor from the pan In which the loaf
was rooked. Cook until smooth. Pour
around the loaf and garnish with slices
of orange. The suuee may lie served
In a separate dish if so desired.
cup-fill-
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one-hal-
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100-fo-
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SWEET AS HONEY.

Reans, nuts and various vegetnble
combinations which tuke the place of
meat may be used to fur
nish vurlety. Such foods
us dried peas, beans and
lentils, need soaking with
The
long, slow cooking.
addition of soda to soften
tbe cellulose Is often a
help.
Chops.

C

They are as sick, that surfeit with
too much, as they that starve with
nothing 8hakespeare.

FOR MEATLESS DAYS.

Bean

07

I

liJomeri Will

u CABINET

Let us learn to be content with what
we have, let us set rid of our false
estimates, set up all the higher ideals;
quiet home; vines of our own planting; a few books full of Inspiration of
a genius, a few friends worthy
of being loved and able to love us In return.
David Swing.

:
SEED AND SUCCEED
"Whom do men say thut I am?"
(vv. 27, 28).
Early to seed bed early to
This question referred to the
sprout.
of the people regurding Jesus.
A time for everything, espeSome believed him to be John the
cially for planting.
some
one
of
some
and
Baptist,
Klijuh,
Some seed left In that packet?
the prophets. They all recognized him
Ask your neighbor.
to be a teacher or prophet with more
than human authority nd power. To
day, as then, there. is a diversity of
CUCUMBERS.
opinion among people as to Jesus
Christ. Some think that he was only
Tbe soil for eucimihers should be a
a man, others that lie was a greut
rich sandy loam, .rather moist but not
teacher, but nothing more. Jesus was
LATE CABBAGE.
wet. The seeds may be planted In
not content with this acknowledgment.
Hud he been satisfied with this, be
Late cabbage Is usually grown as a berry baskets or on sods in the hotbed
these transferred to the open
would not have been molested In
crop following early potatoes, peas or a,nl
Jerusalem, for the Jews willingly ac- some other crop that leaves the ground ground, or the seed may be pluced diIn
knowledged him as much more thun a free for about
f
the growing rectly will the ground. Considerable
be saved by starting the
human teacher.
season. The plants may be grown in time
in the hotbed. In either case
2. "Whom Bay ye that I am?" (vv.
the seedbed, It being necessary to sow plants
should not be placed In the open
29. 30).
the seed some three or four weeks they
Jesus persistently claimed to be the before it Is desired to set them in po- until the ground has wurmed up,
which will be about four weeks niter
the very Son of God. He sition In the
garden. It Is an excel- the lust
wanted the personal opinion of the lent
killing frost In the spring.
to follow early potatoes with
plan
They may be planted in hills 4 feet
disciples concerning him. To be able late cabbage, as none of the Insects
O'er the Kind waters of the dark blue
each way or drilled in rows 7
to tell what others think of Jesus is that affect
sea.
potatoes are liable apart
In tbe rows. It is a good
not enough. There must be definite, to molest theearly
Our thoughts as boumlless, nnd our
lute cabbage, and it Is feet apart
use
an
to
ubundunre
of
in
correct and personal belief
souls as free
him,
to set the plants between the plan
Far as the breeze can bear, the billow
manure in the holes or In the rows.
which Is worth infinitely more thun possiblerows some two
or three weeks
potuto
foam
Cucumbers
should receive frequent
what others think, for upon It hinges before the
Survey our empire and behold our
potatoes are dug. In this shallow cultivation until the vines
beSome soy It manner sufficient time Is
home.
destiny and character.
to
matters little what we believe, just permit the cabbage to reachgained
gin to run freely; after Ihls very little
maturity
meals make III dlceHtlnnn.
Unquiet
cultivation Is required. They are ready
so our conduct is all right. The fact before hard
freezing weuther occurs or use us soon
us Urge enough, and
is, our conduct Is the expression of In the full.
MORE HONEY DISHES.
no fruit should be allowed to ripen on
our belief. What we believe, we alThe rows should be ubout 3 feet
ready are or are fast becoming. Doc- apart and the plants some 2 feet the vines. It is advisable to spray
For those who are Interested In procucumbers with Bordeaux mixture, as
trine and ethics ore Inseparable. The apart In the rows.
Slight freezing
to be Injured by ducing more honey and thus saving
are
liable
doctrinal belief concerning the person does
they
quite
not Injure cubbage, but it should
sugar, the Bulle
diseases.
of Christ, which entitles one to the not be
subjected to repeated freezing
tin No. 6.13 put
a
of
full
discussion
For
Insects
name Christian, is thut he is the
and
Late cubbage can be
and thawing.
out by the agriremdiseases
cucumbers
God manifest in the flesh. May stored
nnd
cultural
by taking up plants und pack- edies for affectingsee Farmers' Bulletin
departeach one henr him puting the personal
them,
ment at Washing them closely together in a trench,
of
und
entitled
Disease
"Control
"What
think
of
856,
Christ?" placing a frame of bonrds or poles
ye
question,
will
ington,
II. Jesus Teaching Concerning the around the trench, some supports Insect Enemies of the Home Vegetable
most helpCross (vv.
across tbe top, and covering the whole Garden."
ful. The followChrist charged the disciples not to with straw or corn fodder. The heads
ing are some of
make public his Messluhshlp, as that may be removed as needed and the
SWEET CORN.
the redoes recwould precipitate the crisis. The dis- roots and stems left in position In the
ommended, slightly changed.
Plant sweet corn about the time of
ciples needed much Instruction yet to trench. These will furnish an abunTake a half
Honey Bran Cookies.
prepare them for the crucial hour of dant supply of greens in early spring. the last killing frost In spring nnd cupful of honey, the same amount of
the cross.
make 3 or 4 successive plant- sugar, n fourth of a tenspoonful of
1. What he taught (v. 31).
ings at Intervals of two weeks. cinnamon, the same of giicrer. three
From a quarter pint to a half pint cupfuls of bran, a half teaspoonful of
(1) "The Son of Man must suffer
GARDENING NOTES
of seed Is sufficient for a hundred- - soda, half n cupful of milk, half n cupmany things."
He suffered physical weariness and
foot row. Plan the seed In drills 3 ful of fat, and half a cupful of barley
The more blisters you raise In
feet apart and thin to a single stalk flour.. Drop on buttered sheet und
hunger, ridicule and contempt, and
cultivating, the less water your
even misunderstanding and lack of apevery 10 to 14 Inches, or plant S to bake 15 minutes.
6 seeds in hills 3 feet apart each way,
plants will need.
preciation on the part of his friends
Honey Popcorn Balls. Heat honey
Weeds waste moisture and
and disciples.
and thin out to 3 to 5 stalks In a to 240 degrees F. with a candy therAnd
food.
not
they're
2
plant
the
seeds
about
Inches mometer. Tills dispells the water and
hill. Cover
(2) "Be rejected of the elders, chief
even pretty.
priests and scribes."
deep. Cultivate frequently, taking It will be hurd when cool. Ilonev.
filed
hoes?
Have
you
your
care to remove all suckers from around however, absorbs moisture when left
These were the nation's official repSome sticks to mark the rows?
the base of the stalks.
resentatives, the very ones who should
uncovered, so the bulls should be kept
have known and received Christ and
closely covered or reheated before usrecommended his reception on the part
WORK FOR PATRIOTIC WOMEN ing.
of the nation. Truly, he came to bis
BEETS.
Honey Carmels. Take two cupfuls
own, and his own received him not
Food Supply of Nstion May Be Greatly of granulated sugar, a half cupful of
The red garden beet may be grown
John 1 :11. To be rejected by one'a
cream, n fourth of n cupful of honey,
Supplemented by Production of
own friends and relatives Is doubly In any good soil, but rich sandy loam
n fourth of n cupful of butter.
Bent
Chicken Flock.
will give the best results. The seed
nnd stir until the sugar is dissolved,
painful.
(3) "Be killed."
may be sown In spring as soon as the
The women In the farm homes of this then cook without stirring until u firm
This announcement was startling to ground Is In condition to work. They
ball rs made when n little Is dropped
may
country
supplement the
the disciples. They had not yet come may be planted two weeks before dan food supply ofgreatly
the nation by rais- Into cold water. Bent until thick,
to realize that redemption was to be ger of frost Is past. If for horse cul
then pour into buttered puns nnd cut
ing all the poultry and eggs they can In
squares. Pecans or other nuts niny
accomplished through the passion and tlvntton, the rows should be from 2
fowl nnd every dozen
this
Every
year.
tbe cross. Jesus now states with to 8 feet apart, or wide enough for the eggs raised nnd consumed on the farm lie lidded.
deflnitene8s and certainty that he horse to walk between the rows. If for will release meat and other foods for
Honey Orange Marmalade. To two
must die on the cross. This necessity hand cultivation the rows need not be our armies and those of our allies. Pa- cupfuls of orange pulp anil juice allow
f
one cupful of honey, add
was due primarily to tbe fact that It more than 12 to 18 Inches apart. The triotic
cupproduction of poultry will pay ful of
shredded peel, then cook
was the divine purpose to make the usual custom Is to sow the seed some
finely
of
the
to
the
nation.
patrons
profits
than
closer
the
what
until thick.
b"ts
together
death of Christ the heart and core of
Sliced oranges nnd bananas sweettbe atonement; and also, to human are desired, and after the beets are up,
Mors Vegetables snd Fruits.
to
s
them
time
to
from
thin
ened with strained honey make a
time, using
hatred and opposition.
The farm would lose much of Its
or a fruit salad to serve
the ones removed for greens until the
dessert
(4) "Rise again."
value as a place to live, enjoy life and
Though this was utterly Incompre- beets finally are some 4 to S Inches rear a family without plenty of fruits with small cakes as a finish to the
meal.
hensible to the disciples, he shows apart In the rows.
It should be remembered that what snd vegetables.
Salad Dressing. Take four egg
them that this would be the glorious
Is
Is
termed
beet seed
commonly
really
Issue of his death. Life out of, or
yolks, two tablespoonfuls of vinegar
for
Whest
Substitutes
seed ball, containing several Indi
or lemon Juice, two tablespoonfuls of
through, death Is God's universal law
It Is possible to make potatoes and butter and two tablespoonfuls of honvtdual seeds, and for this reason each
In nature and grace.
meat
from
the
beef
trimmings
scraps,
ey, fourth of a teaspoonful of mus2. How tbe disciples received his one of these balls may bring from 3
to 4 plants. All of these plants except kitchen, or cut fresh bone take tbe tard, a teaspoonful of salt and a few
teaching (v. 32).
of
wheat
high priced
dashes of paprika with a cupful of
So unwelcome was his teaching one should be removed during the thin place
ounces of the seed
cream. Heat the cream. Add the
touching the cross that Peter, the ning process. toTwo
Good
No Chance for
Butter.
are sufficient plant
row.
beaten eggs to the other Ingredients
xpokesman of the disciples, rebuked
It Is Impossible to make sweet,
Beets should be planted In succesand cook carefully until thick, then
him. Victor? through death Is still
butter from old, unclean add cream and set away to cool. When
sion at Intervals of about two weeks
the stumbling block to many.
cream.
serving, add whipped cream.
III. Ths Cost f Discipleahip (v. 34). during the summer so as to have
Tbe law of the Christian life la
Manures for Vegetables.
To follow Christ mean to
Buffering.
Keep Henhouss Clean.
TAKEN FROM EXCHANGES
Manure for early vegetables should
turn one's back upon tbe world. To
henhouse
the
neat
and
clean.
Keep
be hauled snd made up In a compact
repudiate the world means to Incur Repair the roof, the windows, and
The census bureau of the Cnited
close to where It Is to be used.
the hatred of the world. To be Chris- stop sny direct drafts that are possi- pilewill
States estimates the average death for
weeks
six
for
take
raw,
It
fully
means to share ble
tiana, therefore,
by knot holes or cracks. Too much strong manure to rot after It Is piled. males Is 39J2 years, for females 40.5.
Christ's sufferings.
snd not enough open front Is
Dean Holmes of the Pennsylvania
glass
1. There must be denial of self (. 34). bad.
State college has figured that the
Seeds Thst Keep Long.
This means the sufferings and shame
and money value of four years at college Is
melon, squash
Cucumber,
which He In the path of loyalty to
How Plants Feed.
seeds will keep their life and $20,000.
pumpkin
God. To live the godly life means
e
With a view to utilizing
Plants feed through their roots and germinate after eight or ten years.
suffering (2 Tim. 3:12).
the oil contained In their
leaves. Ninety-fiv- e
for
their
oranges
through
per
3. Christ must be) followed
34).
cent of the total weight of plants Is
Demsnd for Turkeys.
skins, s machine has been Invented
This means to hare the mind of made
The demsnd for purebred turkeys Is that will peel two tons of them an
up of elements which come diChrist (Phil. 2 :5) and to perform the
hour.
vert!; or Indirectly from the air.
good In every part of the country.
service of Christ.
,
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WM'Well Dress

Honey will be more popular this
year thun ever, and many of our small
furmers will feel culled
upon to Increase their
apiary ; or, if not keeping bees, buy n few hives
to keep tlie family In
sweets for the year.
There are government
bulletins to he had for
Hie usklng on the culture and care of bees, as
well as on honey dishes
for the housewife. The
man or woman, even If financially able
to purchase fond t any
price, is feeling the need to get out and produce
something In his own garden foods,
wheat for Hour, sugar beets, baby beef,
honey or maple sirup. There Is a vast
field for the patriotic citizen to do his
bit In this way. .Many women are
raising sheep, as wool will he more
and more scarce. Two chickens for
every member of the family, even on
a small city lot is the
slogan of the
poultry men, whom I'ncle Sum Is
providing for every state.
Bees are not of necessity n farm
animal, for these busy workers will
he happy In file attic of a city home,
there producing lid to 80 pounds of
honey from one hive. The extracted
honey is the kind available for use In
cookery, while the comb honey Is liked
for Its flavor and table use.
Mousse. Bent
Honey
four eggs
slightly and pour over them very slowly one cupful of hot honey; cook until
the eggs are thick, add a pinch of salt,
and when cooked, a pint of cream
whipped. Put into mold und puck In
Ice and salt. Let stand three or four
hours to ripen.
Custard. Heat four eggs,
Honey
add a quart of milk,
f
cupful of
honey,
teaspoonful of powdered mace,
teaspoonful of
salt; mix well and bake In cups set
in hot water. Test the custard with a
knife; when firm to file tender, remove at once and place in cold water. Custards that are overcooked are
watery and unpalatable.
Honey Ice Cream. Take u quiirt of
thin cream,
of a cupful
of honey, a few drops of almond extract and u few drops of rose water;
freeze as usual.
Salad dressing of fruit Is especially
nice using honey and fruit Juice mixed
for the dressing. Oil may lie added if
desired.
one-hal-

h

three-fourth- s

He hath never fed of the dainties
that are bred In a book; lie luith not
eat paper as It were; he hath not
druak Ink. Shakespeare.

TIMELY HINTS.

NEW VERSION OF THE TAILORED

Here(ls version of the tailored suit
that is distinctly new and In excellent
style. It conserves wool to the last
Inch In the coat In order that the
skirt may lie indulged in an unaccustomed bit of drapery at the buck. In
nearly all the new spring suits It Is
thi skirt thut has not nn Inch of cloth
to spare, for the regulation skirt Is
as plain us the experienced tailor
knows how to mnJc it. The coat is
a

made Interesting with the remainder
of the goods from the allowed yardage
which must not exceed four and a half
goods.
yards of
Small checks In which blue and
black, brown and black, or green and
black, are the predominating color
combinations, are featured this spring
made up with u plain fabric of the
color in colored check, nnd the colors
nre dark, but vivid. There are quieter checks, like that In the picture, in
taupe and gray and nn occasional black
and white.
Tbe small, fit ted-icoat In the suit
pictured has no pepltim at tbe sides
and front, only the side bodies and
h

SUIT.

out of the question for the "flapper"
who must wait until more years than
seventeen have passed by her before
she muy have whatever she wills. "It
Is forbidden" is written on much trimmed millinery for her.
But those who muke the needs of
the young girl their speciul cure, huve
provided lovely, simply trimmed huts
for her; embodying the charm of
little girlhood in them.
No one
else can wear bats Just like them.
Three models, made for the girl between twelve and seventeen ure pictured In the group above, two of them
for all-- , ind wear and one for dress-utimes. The hut ut tbe upper left
Is of Italian milan with the crown in
the .natural color of the straw und the
brim in blue. Several colors In 'the
brim with natural color in the crown
make a choice of combinations possible in this, hat. It Is trimmed with
it wide band of moire ribbon fastened
ut the front with a painted ornament
of wood. The ribbon extends from the
right front of the shape to the middle
of the back, about the left side. It Is
p

that It is q part of our expression of loyally to our country In
war for us to
Now

economize
in every way possible
to
snve
food,
even with money
io buy the surplus. It Is a good
time to cut down
on our own eat
The nver-ag- e
ing.
over weighted Individual beyond

thirty could easily cut out

one-thir- d

of the food eaten. We have by overindulgence so stoked the furnace that

It seems dissatisfied unless the usual
amount Is eaten.
When the excretory organs are over
worked the liver stored with fat and
the kidneys nnd skin stored with
waste, the body cannot do Its work
without tbe food, chewing It until It
"swallows Itself" as Fletcher says,
less food would be eaten, less waste
would result and there would be the
assimilation of all the food eaten,
which is a most Important Item when
we lire asked to save food. Any woman who carries one pound excess of
weight Is rohhlug our country of Its
needed food. Know your height, know
your weight and act accordingly.
It takes will power to overcome n
habit of long standing, hut with determination anil the desire to do her
pnrt In this, our wnr, the women of
America will not be found lucking.
Eat plenty of vegetables, the snlts
and mineral matter which they contain are most essential to keep the
blood In good condition nnd the body
strong and well.
Make a better find bigger vegetable
garden this year, have a variety of
vegetables for each day and can any
surplus while it Is still fresh from
garden. Dandelion greens nre especially flue canned. They should be
put Into Hie cans within an hour from
the time they have been growing.
Fruits ns well as vegetables contain mineral salts nnd acids necessary
to keep the body in good condition.
Children should not be restricted ns
to fruits and vegetables, they need
the Iron, lime and a dozen other mineral suits found In such foods to build
strong bodies. Serve water cress, pepper grass, spinach and dandelion instead of sulphur and molasses or
drugs for the "spring fever."

FILLING THE FLAPPER'S NEEDS AND DESIRES.

center of the hack are extended Into n
short pepluni. Three narrow tucks are
stitched In nt the waistline, across the
back, where they muke themselves
very useful. They help fit the coat to
the figure, and make the required support for tbe belt. This fastens at
each side of the back with three handsome bone buttons of gray with border of white set in a rim of blnck. The
belt is wide and plain und extends
about the figure without wrinkles. The
long collar is of white wash satin.
The skirt is smooth ncross the front
with two plaits at each side. The
back Is cut long enough to allow- It to
be caught up In two places.
There are a good many of these
short coats. In a variety of designs, besides eton jackets, that make it easy
to use a short allowance of material.
Many suits are lavishly
with the braid applied In many parallel rows to plain coats nnd skirts.
Some checked suits are bound with
braid but checks take the place of
decorations and are at their best when
simply treated.
The revival of trimmings has transformed the showrooms and windows of
millinery establishments Into a millinery paradise filled with beautiful flowWinona. Minn., dealers sell musk rat ers and fruits, ribbons and braids and
all sorts of alluring fabrics. Much of
meat at 7 cents a pound.
this splendor of Joyous millinery Is
The material on which safety
matches are Ignited Is pluced on one
end of a new box Instead of one side
of the cover, enabling the cover to be
used as a wind shield when a match l
lighted.
In compliance with Food Administrator Hoover's request for all possible
conservation of sugar, the Kansas Icecream manufacturers,
representing
practically all of the large manufacIn
turers
the state, have voted to manufacture no more sherbets or Ices at
long as the country Is at war.

-

braid-trimme-

Capes for Summer Wraps.
Summer evening wraps are very likc-r- y
to take tbe form of capes this year,
notes a writer in the Brooklyn Eagle,
though there are delightful coats
and quantities of garments
hnlf coats nnd half caie that one can
lump under the head of wraps.
These evening wraps are likely to
take the form of full capes, with slits
for the arms and more or less pronounced sleeve or, rather, cuff set Into
these opening. But there are other
nxdels more subtly constructed with

turned down at the back falling In a
single snsh end to the waistline.
At tin- - right a snappy, plcturesqus
shape is of Italian milun nil in the natural color of tbe braid. It rolls up at
the left side. A band of blue velvet
ribbon is iittuclied to the upturn and
bnught around the but to tbe back.
Here it is arranged In a- - flat bow
the crown with two short
Mg.'ilnst
streamers fulling from it half way to
the waistline. An ornament painted
in the same bright blue as the ribbon
Is posed against the crown at the right.
No tlapiMT will be able to look upon
the hat pictured ut the center of the
group wiih nit growing enthusiastic.
It Is a light pink hair braid having a
wide brim faced with georgette creK
nnd three rows of narrow lingerie lace
in frills ubout the brim. It hns a long
sash of wide pink satin ribbon and the
sweetest if small garden roses, full
Mown, sets in Its leaves, against the
snsh at the front. Almost any flapper
will blossom into a vision of loveliness
In

It

A mother hands
Ijer daughter a lot
of advice she ought to huve followed
herself, but didn't.

softly fulling drapery on tbe sides and
arm openings or little sleeves hidden
away beneath the graceful folds.
Ribbon Skirts to Be Worn.
Itiblxin skirts are in evidence agnin
this season. Last year skirts made of
stripes of wide ribbon Joined with faggoting were brought out. and some
very lovely garments were seen. The
ribbon skirt shown for the coming
summer combines strips of ribbon and
sections of net, chiffon, or other shewr
fabric In matching width.

NEW MEXICO
RED CROSS

,

Red Croat In France
re-- i
Di'partm lit (if Military Affairs
I'cl.rnary : IA rolling
prt for
at tli c front Miiplied 43y,(XX)
I'Vcnch soldiers.
jdrink'i-tlines of
l'.leven canlecns on
i.winmnnication supp'i 'd 475,000 meals
canteens supplied
Mitioiolitan
fnod and drink to 440.000 men.
Hospital Supply Service supplied
cases con
l.lw.i hospitals with
articles and weighing
taining
i.il.7'j pounds.
Military Supply Service distributed
to soldiers 5,580 socks, 3.316 sweaters,
1.5o0 ponchos, 6,000 gloves, 1,110
13.050 comfort bags.
Shipped from Bureau of Donations
to hospitals, for United States SolBats-Suga- r
diers, 199,600 flannel pajamas, 146.000
muslin pajamas, 22,500 handkerchiefs,
.4 (XXI
socks, 5,100 shirts.
Ten hundred and forty cases, each
containing 122 cartons of tobacco and
i iarrc ttcs,
were distributed to the
UNITED S' f'YES FOOD ADMINISTRATION
li. S. soldiers.
the
for service during
Opined
month three rest stations on the line
and one emerof communication
gency canteen where soldiers w!N
are on leave are supplied with food
going to and returning from the lea-v- r
district. At the rest stations our
soldi rs are fed by Red Cross women
workers who supply them with food
and either hot chorolate or coffee
from the railway platform Each rest
station is feeding about 600 men a
V.
S. .'. Monoz, i.reiitlert of the N.-Cai,t;.in C. M. Cnrr
('!.
is
lYntinl
'.
k.iilnay company! day. At each inrest stationof then
'Iim,ii l.uMi.r-l,,;,rv.,'l Acre A u n f u
a Ked
charge
in the city an infirmary
w.c a
J.,v.
, V
( ross muse who looks after 'the
1;..
soldiers who arc taken sick while in
v.
II. C.
A. T. Mai.n. it :,i
n came transit, and if they are too sick to conA. t. We Itto. of
w re li. re Wv.'i
.,.rn.-.vfrom lb. .,;:. rijtir ami conducted' tinue the journey they remain at the
,y ,.t; J..K,, i,u..i---in
ii n
.
in
i:i i!.e l!apt.-.- t I'lniri-linfirmary where there arc excellent
ac onmiodat ions for them;
r
'I
Mr-;.,v ri,i v,
elly Sim, lay.
The r.urcau of ("arms has leased
mil
:n!
i't
seven
,:tlcnirv C ('. fa nn or truck gardenswillnear
A., Mint
;,, ,,.:;!, i rn (';,': ,rn i.i.
be work
I,,
i
hospitals. These
i,il .1. I) Kuban!.,, (( riay
C, I1:., ,
'
and
the
soldiers
In convalescent
'. till
ill
'
f
ill
,
C,
U
t
I'.
iet., lib-- will be given lo the bos-i.- t
i
.r f
!'! ii,f,.,
At three oilier base hospi-see'U. niipl.
v, e are sup 1'lyin.-- :
A
::
mom v ami will ii;, e. a
t
i,',.i
: ev the t.ii
a!
!..., :
can-Itt'c-

Send- - the Wheat
Meat

muf-I'l.r-

the fuei for Fighters
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Here and There Over the State

The Red Croat Benefit
Civen recently at Mountainair added $65 .00 to the local chapter fund.
The Junior Red Cross Ii nefit entertainment by the high school add'
$2000 to the fund.

The dollars that are loafing over home should go to work
The government that made thea didn't mean to let them shirk.
For If the Hun should win here and go over 'cross the pond,
Every Yankee would regret the day he didn't buy a bond.
A Soldier in France.

Show-Give-

for the benefit of the Fort
Sumner chapter a few days ago at
the high school realized for the
worthy cause about $200.00.

Journal.
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INSURANCE AGENCY IN THE OLDEST CITY

V

'

FIRE INSURACE

?
fLIFE

INSURANCE

t

SURETY BONDS

'

social-servic-

e

The future of the country, to an
enormous extent, depends upon what
we do for the children now, and the
outcome of the war depends upon
how nmny Liberty bonds we buy.
Good temper, like a sunny day,
sheds a brightness over everything.
It is the sweetener of toil and the
soother of disquietude.
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KAUNE'S
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
Bakery Goods
Coffee Cake
Apple Pie
Raisin Bread
Raisin Pie

:

o

NE'S

Phone26

NEAR A. T. & S. F. DEPOT

PHONE

! POWER RATE

GfiS53ESitaSKLLS
diamond

f

a tc.

200 K. W. 7c per K. VV.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. 5c per K. W

BRAND

EYE EAR NOSE AND THROAT

LONG EXPERIENCE
EVEN IN THE OLD COUNTRY

CORRECT

FITTING OF

EYE GLASSES
LAUCHLIN BUILDING
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

tsnn?Q
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S A
for
bkAND PILUi in Rf.d ndAX
Blue.C
wiib
scaled
metallic
boxes,
Cold
so otbci. Mar ar a Vr
Itibboa. T
mk Pt II
raeM
tta
BI4MK
ril.I.s, for twCTrt4lsI
yean regarded as Best, Safest, Always Reliable.

T"'
6 IAUUND

rr

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
fiSS, EVERYWHERE

of the abort at 4c per K. W.
Special Rates tor Cookinf .

All in exoeu

SANTA

a

liearty acceptation

Of a saner, simpler living, in whose
blessings all may share.

FE WATER & LIGHT

85 MAIN

We are with you, Mr. Hoover, and
we want you sure to feel it;
We have tried to serve devotedly the
cause you have at heart;
If there's more you see that we can
do, you've

Assured

wv'll

only to reveal it,

that to our highest power
gladly

play our part,

The Food Administration's Aim
efyressed at its creation
We're here to further loyalty, in full
cooperation.
Our prayer that for prodigious task,
by "uand divine appointed.
You may, like mighty men of old,
bt specially annointedl

We are with you, Mr. Hoover, from
the start unto the finish,

!

4

Fruits

K A U

dflir-htfn-

i

WE HAVE THEM ALL

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.

a,

Ml

Bananas
.Oranges
Apples
Grapes
Vegetable
Sweet Potatoes
Celery

t

-

ll

We are with you, Mr. Hoover, in
your plans for substitution.
And corn meal, barley, anything is
Mr. W. H. Edgar, 49 Cooper St, Atgood enough for us ;
lanta, Georgia, writes:
We are ready, if you ask it, for a
clean cut diminution.
"I suffered for fifteen years 'with
rheumatic symptoms. Peruna cured And nobody but a slacker would at
this kick up a muss.
me and I think it is the best all
around medicine ever made. I hope Foods nutritious and delicious you
have called to our attention,
you will publish this letter for the
And those Home cards to a house- benefit of others who suffer."
wife are worth their weight in
Those who object to liquid medigold,
cines can procure Peruna Tablets.
Our whole country's slowly waking
to the need of wise prevention,
And response will not be wanting
when the fatts are fully told.

CAPITAL COAL

old-ti-

Liberal Toward Cause
The committee. Messrs. A. Stanton
and Tomas Piach'cha who were apox- -;
pointed to help raiso the ordinary De-i
penscs for the Ojttnty Council of
de- -j
a
fense for this district report
and
state
that
of
$50.(I0,
posit already
'the Spanish American people as a
whole are very liberal toward this
cause. Kncino Enterprise,

j

;

PERUNA Best All
Around Medicine
Ever Mad
s0m I Hope
You

YOUR HAIR DARk

TORRANCE

y

Milnowit.t who is station al a I Cann
ise.'.rtiy. Linda Vista. California. Dr.
Mciiow'!;: formerly of Denver spent
several months in Sunta Fc last year
before joining the army at Albuquerque

SAGE TEA KEEPS

Catholic Women Present Flag
A patriotic program and the presentation of a service flag, containstars, by the Catholic
ing forty-fiv- e
Wdman's auxiliary to the church of
held recently in the
was
ban Miguel
convent grounds at Socorro.

ir

ae

St. Petersburg. Vctrograd. Rctro-gra- d
St. Petersburg? New Haven
Register.

Patriotic Ralley
Held at Vortalcs last week was the
of securing
means
subscriptions
amounting to $300.00 per month. Be-- !- When Mixed with Sulphur It
sides the regular monthly snbscripBrings Back Its Beautiful
tions of 11000 donated by individuals.
Lustre at Once.
The local chapter shipped 1,324
gauze dressings and 510 bandages,
iThe Junior Red Cross furnished 13.- - Cray hair, however handsome, deWe all know
010 gun wipers 20 ambulance pillows notes advancing ace.
tho advantages of a youthful appearland 28 kerchieft.
ance. Tour hair is your charm. It
makes or mars the face. When It
The San Miguel Chapter
fades, turns rray and looks streaked,
Received in March cash donations just a few applications of Saee Tea
Sulphur enhances its appearance
amounting to $60.00. Shipped 263 knit and
articles, besides giving the seventy, a hundred-folFon't st.y Kray! Look ynna
boys that left during the month each Hither prepare
at home or
the
a sweater.
Last week 7.700 gauze pet from any druR recipe
store a bottle of
Two
friends
were
and
"Wyi-tl.'Sace
shipped.
dressings
Sulphur Comdonated ?15.00 last week to the pound," which Is merely the
addition of
the
gauze dressing unit and three friends recipe Improvcl byThousands
of folks
donated $31.00 to the knitting and other Ingredients.ready-to-us- e
prepararecommend this
beausurgical dressings unit.
hair
the
darkens
it
because
The Junior auxiliaries organiz.ed at tion,
tifully, besides, no one can possibly
Ribera and San Miguel arc making till, as it darkens so naturally and
for the refugee children evenly. Tou moisten a sponge or soft
igarments
i.r.jsh with it. drawing this throuch
land al-- bags for the soldiers.
tlie hair, tjikin one small strand at
a time, liy morning the gray hair
disappears; after another appiieation
or two. its rtatur.il rolor is restored
and it becomes thick, glnssty nr.iJ
and you appear ytars you.ifer.
Wyeth's Fair end Sulphur Comtoilet re,pii-itpound is a
It i not intended for th cure,
of disease.

iee-sit-

t

Pvlnndeli
Mr. and Mrs M. Maude'!, of Al
annoi iic, d the
bnqeei ,f,iu !
Miss
(if 1 n-- r daughter
( ifadys
Mandvll to Dr. Walter M.

Congrettonal Meeting
The annual congregational meeting
of the First Presbyterian church was
held Wednesday night eat the parish.
William M. Scott presiding. Reports
from the various organizations of
the church were beard and the following trustees were elected, Henry
Dendahl, A. E. P. Robinson. C. A.
Rising and Guy P. Harrington.
At the close of the session those
present assembled at the manse where
a social hour was spent in lienor of
Mr and Mrs. Frederick Snyder who
leaves the city for their old home on
the Hudson in New York the last of
this month. The Woman's Union had
charge of the event and refreshments
were served.

Extensive Improvements
The Redemann home is undergoing
some extensive improvements. A fine
Veranda is be'ng built at the front
and around the side of the house
of concrete work, which will add
largely to the appearance of the residence. Magdalena News.
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V.

r"eeiv,"l a call from Washington
for two hundred and fifty si enocra-pher- s
and the number was supplied
from the registration card-- . A lat-- r
call for one hundred
workers, was filled from the registration cards.
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Vera l!arri:..;lon and !.,. hiand Margaret
nieces Don ,'!,
l.,hc.
i
ui rimoon h it yesterday mornirt'
f ,r h'.ugi ne, Oregon, wdiere they will
l ,r,!i.
l.,-- e
recently a gift of 150 cases of apple,
el t,,r for lii.ii.v
spend the summer while Mr. liar from America. These were distri-lintioz del I'nelil... ill I. as
l.t,
is out of the city on govi ruington
among the six I.. ( ). C. Canweek
,,s eiven up
in nt work.
teens to dispense to soldiers.
10 iitttr the eoveriinn lit
!:)
t'c service in Lima, 1'eru.
r.ngene I ujan. of Las Vegas
The Following articles
Tuesday night to visit his
s
.. Ballard, of Roswel! on- -. father a few
Wire shipped from Lincoln
for
before
(I.
leaving,
das
f the large
stockmen in Chaves N'ew York where he will sail for. ty recently.
ped from Lincoln county recently.
aunty, was in Santa I'e a few days South America to assume a
Carriozo- - 5 pairs of socks, 7 pairs
this week looking after business af-- f in the Unitid States legation in I.a
i:rs and greeting old acquaintances. 1'az., Bolivia.
wristlets, 3 helmets, 9 sweaters, 15
bath robes, 25 suits pajamas.
Corona 12 pairs of sock. 3 pairs
The Historical palor nucting will
Rev. Lansing B. Bloom, secretary
muffler, 1
f ti e state board of historical serbe held tomorrow
evening at 111 wristlets,12 6 sweaters,
suits pajamas
vice in this city, left Monday for Palace avenue. Col. Ralph E. Twit-- helmet,
Fncino 4 sweaters,
pair socks,
Silver City, Denting and Kl Vaso to Uhell will present an exceptionally
heck up the list of soldiers who fine paper on New Mexican witch-- 1 I pair wristlets,
3
(ilencoc 3 mufflers,
swcalrrs, 9
ave entered the military service in craft and other interesting topics
bed shirts, 10 suits pajamas.
will be discussed.
this state.
3
Ft. Stanton
Sweaters, 1 pair of
helmet,
pair wristlets, 2
Mrs. Anna V. Bloom returned the socks,
Lamest L. Lliunenschem, of New
8 bath robes.
York City, stopped over in Santa latter part of last week from Mag 7 pairs bed socks,
Ancho 12 pairs socks. 4 pair wristne a few hours the first of this dalena where she went to dispose
2 suits of pajamas.
v. eck or, his wav to Taos where he of her household goods, preparatory to lets,
Oscnro 2 helmets, 3 sweaters, 5
in this City with;
rill spend the uinr.K r sketching and making herandhome
Rev. pair socks.
rninCng the attractions in and j her son Bloomdaughter-in-laCapitan 10 bath robes.
and Mrs. Bloom.
the picturesque village.
Lansing
Lincoln 10 bed shirts.
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Leased Hotel Building
G. A. Payne has leased the briolc
hotel building, known as the Bart-le- tt
building, and will open a first
class hotel to be known as the
"Hotel Liberty." He expects to be
ready in about ten days. The building was built for this purpose, has
thirty-thre- e
rooms, with a number
of sleeping porches and will prove a
great addition to our hotel facilities.
Magclalena News.

Graduating Class
exercises of
The commencement
th? Dcming High school have been
set for tbe evening of May 18th.
when Dr. 1'.. 1!. Yon Kleinsmid. prey
of Arizona,
sident of the d
will d diver an address to the
i lass
on tlie subieet, "Tb
Work Progressing
I'Mnre and I."
on llif: inter-r- .
C.
The til ist-- r wot
che.; '.".in
V;ar
h, p
ice
ni llii- 1,'iOh infanirv. will preach t' - ior of both tie I.a
i " d ;"
iitlilot- is
cre-'at the
r..j Vl'y
chairs
tahh.
and
have
on the night of May 12; b. when The ic creaiu
prntrain of music will b arrived and F.nc'n soon bop.es toa
i."ven by the idee chtb of the h'L'h hoa-- t of ns neat an, uplo dat
school and by some of the lorn cream parlor as you wi'l find in
met towns of thi sit'e. Encino En- tabnt.
Si e ni pupils will leave school thi tc rpri ,c.
l'fe work,
year to enter upon th-(if these seven are hoys and nine Third Pusiness Added
J. licnjamin. I'rank'in the
ar: girls. Denting Ilead'ight.
mail care'er. Ins bought the Johnson
blacksmith and rena'r shop nt X- -:
The Lines Are Down
it as a side
A strict Baptist mother visited her Ray. and in'ends to run
son in one of the cantonments on a line to li s farm and mail carrier
Ren is an experienced
business.
solirec-n- t
Sunday. She was
kept
citous that her boy should receive blacksmith and no doubt will be
very busy by the farmers in that
proper religious instruction,
"Is there a Baptist preacher in thriviiYg and progressive neighborhood. Willard Record.
" asked tbe mother.
son
Tb
camp
Inl not know, but he would inquire.
Yes, one was to hold a service that
Albuquerque, N. M. March 18, 1918
afternoon and give an address in a
Arc With You Mr. Hoover.
We
Y. M. C. A. hut. The two went and
h ard an inspiring address on bow
Presented at Conference of
(Toast
Christ is always the comrade of all State l'ublicity Directors, U. S. Food
men who fight for righteousness, Administration,
Washington. Feb. 28,
even when they are not conscious by Howard B. Grose, Chief, Religious
of his presence.
Press Section)
The mother was delighted and after
the service told the preacher( how We are with you, Mr. Hoover, in
your Food Administration,
happy she was that her son could
We will help you send supplies to the
hear such good Baptist doctrine.
allies across the sea;
"But, madam," said the speaker, 'I
am not a Baptist, I am an Episcop- We admire you for your record and
your high determination-Talian."
uphold our sacred honor and our
Thus are all denominational lines
solemn obligation
being battered down in the camps.
To the peoples who have fought for
Ladies Home Journal.
us to have liberty.
We will preach, and practice also,
your fine rules of conservation
Wheatless, Meatless, Wasteless meals
shall be our daily bill of fare
We'll help bring the population to
1

1a

,t'f.'!.
,,

SOCORRO

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Snyder
The Board of Trade
The Richland Branch
will
Held an important meeting at the and little dauhter Margaret
In Roosevelt county has now 131
leave for their old home in New
The auction pie supper Library Monday afternoon.
members.
Mr.
month.
this
of
York the last
last week netted S'51.40. 17 annual
resigned as superinhaving
Snyder
Dance
40
besides
Party
members were secured
tendent of the U. S. Indian School
Mrs. A. R. Test will give a party here. Both Mr. and Mrs. Snyder will
Juniors.
dance this evening at the Library be
greatly missea irom ine social
At Clayton
hall. Miss Gerri.sh's orchestra will circles
in this city and especially in
The business men donated $81.50 furnish the lively dance music.
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More than 435 pounds of clothes have Senior Play
The best wishes of scores of friends
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with a grin, began to sing: "Where
child
The
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Chapter
' do we go from here, boys, where do
Shipped 6 pairs of socks. 2 sweat- ren of the neighborhood arc to re- we go from here?" Ladies Home
ers and 32 hospital shirts last week. ceive the benefit.

ate
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Mora Also Employs Gonzalez
County Agent M. R. Gonzalez left
last week for Mora where he will
be appointed county agent .for Mora
county in addition to that as agent
for San Miguel county. Mr. Gonzalez will have two assistants under
him and the three are going to get
results in both counties. Las Vegas
Optic.

I'm told that my America Is asking for a loan;
That they're selling V. S. Honda, the safest thing a man can own.
Tin telling you they're slackers back at home if they don't buy,
And a slacker is a traitor in the U. S. soldier's eye.

The Carlsbad Chapter
I'or the week ending March 30th
made 1148 surgical dressings.

MIGUEL

War Saving Stamps
Gilbert Rosenwald of this city has
been appointed to have charg; in
New Mexico of the campaign to sell
worth of saving stamps
$100,000,000.
through the retail stores.
The pupils of the East Side public schools now have to their credit
in thrift and war savings
$1803.75
stamps. Las Vegas Optic.

the fire.
Are they Bitting home of evenings, feeling snug around
I
hey deBtre?
Jingling money in their pockets; every comfort the
would cease,
strife
that
war
ta'.k, wishing
Like as not they're talking
But I wonder what they're doing that will help tu bring on peace.
Of course the shops must flourish, and of course the crops must grow,
Kor it lakes a lot of eats to keep the army on the go.
ISut the thing that's got me guessing is just how the profit's spent-- Are
they banking every dollar are they hoarding every eont?

flclgjians.

Minstrel

60LDIER'8 PLEA FOR THE LOAN.

I'm wondering as I fit here In the trench's slime and mad,
to the bulleU with their whistle and their thud;
would feel if they were here;
I'm wondering how the
I wonder what they're doing that will bring the soldiers cheer.

At Lake Arthur
A goose was auctioned off last week
which brought $30.45 and a cake $22.-2The money was turned over to
the Cottonwood Ked Cross Society.
202 garments were packed for the

A

(Continued from page five.)
ports that Roosevelt County has taken over $14,000 worth of W. S. S.
since the meeting held recently.
Portales Ntws.

SAN
A

In a Recent Drire
For members and donations to the
Red Cross at Moriarty thirty-nin- e
names were added to the membership list and $70.50 to the treasurery.

Sunta Felted Crof
New Museum building: open
every afternoon 2 to 4:30 p. m.
.Sewing, Knitting, Gauze Work.
Tuesday Kvening Open from
7:W to 10 p. m.
There is work for everyone.
All ar welcome, and urged to
come.

is 'aIctory
nesfiort of Stamina

Tha Dei Moinei Chapter
Shipped recently 36 knit articles
and 12 dozen hospital garments to
be added to the shipment from Clayton to the Denver division.
Last week E. Cory, of Des Moines
(fave the local chapter a check for
$50.00 representing 5 per cent of his
garage business for one month.

CO.

May you win each new maneuvre,
and your power ne'er diminish I
Of one thing we are certain that
you'll end as you began?
A
champion of right a
true American I
high-soul-

SALE Good five room house in Tn
umcari. Cost $2,000, will take $1,700. No.
care State Record, Santa Fe, N. M.

FOR
.62.

WE HAVE BUYERS tar rear! las, twa yaar
Id and three yesr old steers, while faced,
most be good staff Customers willing t
oay top prices. No. 172, State Record, Santa
re, n. at.
IVER 1M ACRES with plenty of water,
tth timber for stock protection, locatW
ear two railroads, particulars on reaoeat,
-No. M. State Record, Saata Pa, M. M.

